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Why you should contribute to the PAC
By Howard McDonald

How hard would it be to grow your wheat without ap-
plying fertilizer? You’d get a crop, but it probably wouldn’t 
be a great one, and with the rising cost of inputs, you’d be 
lucky to break even. Continue trying to raise a crop year 
after year without using fertilizer, and pretty quickly, 
you’ll find yourself in a financial hole too deep to dig out 
of, right? 

Now apply that same thinking to the political arena. The “fertilizer” is the funds 
in our political action committee, or PAC, and the crop we are applying it to is leg-
islators. Frankly, the deck is already stacked against us, and there are some things 
we have no say over, like redistricting. The one thing we can do is support legisla-
tors that have agriculture in their districts and moderate legislators from urban 
districts, regardless of party affiliation, who are friendly to agriculture.

The funds in our PAC (the Washington Wheat PAC) come solely from grower do-
nations, and our lobbyist makes suggestions about where best to distribute those 
funds (pending committee approval). In most cases, the funds will be distributed 
as campaign donations. Many of the other ag sectors, such as potatoes, tree fruit 
and dairy, also have PACs.

Don’t like the idea of donating to a candidate from a different party? Because of 
redistricting, we are seeing fewer legislators from rural areas, and legislators from 
urban areas aren’t as familiar with agriculture. Another very important reason for 
building up a robust PAC is that it helps create long-term relationships no matter 
what side of the aisle a legislator sits on. If we want to have a say in what happens 
in Olympia, we have to reach out to legislators we might traditionally have passed 
by.

It’s a sad fact, that in today’s political climate, you have to “pay to play,” and we 
are falling behind.

Not convinced? Think about Gov. Inslee’s buffer bill. We were able to get it 
stopped this year—barely—but we are predicting it will be back, and we’ll need 
ag-friendly legislators to help us stop it again (or at least make it less harmful to 
farmers). Our bill that would have created a seasonal exemption to ag overtime 
never even got a hearing because there weren’t enough ag-friendly legislators 
in committee to support it. Remember a few years ago when a senator made the 
statement that farmers didn’t pay taxes? Or the legislator who linked Washington 
growers to slavery and human trafficking?

It’s time for the wheat industry to step up our game and support our PAC. 
Recently, many farmers have done just that, and I encourage you to do the same. If 
you would like to donate (and any amount is appreciated), your check may be sent 
to the Washington Wheat PAC, PO Box 184, Ritzville, WA 99169. 

The bottom line is if we want to hand down our farms to the next generation, we 
have to make sure the people in government have a better understanding of what 
we do and why.  

President’s Perspective

Cover photo: There’s lots of questions and concerns about carbon markets and using soil carbon as 
offset credits. Two speakers at the 2021 Tri-State Grain Growers Convention gave presentations on the 
issue. See what they have to say beginning on page 26. All photos are Shutterstock images or taken by 
Wheat Life staff unless otherwise noted.
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DialogueDialogue Share your comments with us 
via email at editor@wawg.org 
or mail them to 109 East First 
Avenue, Ritzville, WA 99169-
2394. Please keep your submis-
sions less than 300 words.

Story on Coulee City artist paints a picture of family
Dear Editor:

We were very excited first about your story on Don Nutt (December 2021 
issue of Wheat Life) and then to find at the top of page 49 the painting we 
commissioned from Don Nutt of our family farm. The scene from the corner 
of St. Andrews Road and U.S. Highway 2 was the homestead of our great-
grandfather, Charles Hobson, which was acquired through a land grant 
dated April 4, 1894, during the presidency of Grover Cleveland. Mr. Hobson 
along with his father, Dr. William Hobson, left their home in Fairfield, Iowa, 
to settle in Coulee City, where Mr. Hobson operated a pharmacy for a 
short time. The grant was probably just one of several the family received, 
and this parcel remained in our family until last year. 

As mentioned, Don chose to paint the scene as he felt it should be, 
not from any photograph we might have in our collection. So we have 
this wonderful scene of a recent harvest with Haystack Rock in the 
background, thereby providing a scene of the past and the present. For 
us, personally, the picture represents more than 100 years of farming. 
And who else but Don could capture the farm as the sun descends 
over the purple shades of the Eastern Cascades and with the amber 
waves of grain ready for harvest using a John Deere combine.

Our grandmother, Grace Hobson Reavis, was born on the Fourth 
of July in 1897 in Coulee City, the second of three children born on 
the plains of Eastern Washington. Unfortunately, Charles Hobson would 
die in 1901. Shortly thereafter, her mother moved the young family back to 
Fairfield only to move again when an uncle insisted on moving to Kansas. 
(We liked to ask grandma what it was like to travel by covered wagon, 
to which she would very sternly tell us they took the train). Grandma 
Grace eventually went to work for a Standard Oil pipeline company 
that had built a magnificent six-story building in Independence, Kan. 
There, many years later, she married my grandfather, an accountant at 
the now Sinclair Pipeline Company. She lived out her life and outlived 
her younger sister and her brother (a veteran of World War I in the 
Philippines and the occupation of the Port of Vladivostok in Russian 
Siberia). 

Though we no longer own the farm, having sold it to a member of the Ben Adams family, 
there is still a plot in a cemetery north of U.S. 2 on St. Andrews Road within the boundaries of another section. 
Abandoned and with the stones knocked down, that place will always mark the spot of an industrious group 
of folks from Iowa who came to work and farm and thereby help build the agricultural industry of Eastern 
Washington into a worldwide operation that feeds the world.

Our thanks to the editor and Don Nutt for a wonderful article about a great artist whom we met by chance 
that day we visited Coulee City for the first time a few years ago.

James L. Reavis, Jr.

Round Top, Texas
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There’s something special about the Grand Coulee. I can drive the highway down to Coulee City like I’ve 
done 2,000 times before, and it will 
look different than I’ve ever seen it. 

Saint Andrews Wheat Harvest

Sunrise - Lenore Lake

Saddle Bronc #6
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Improve grain fi ll and yield potential with Nexicor®

Fungicide – made to protect your plants from stress 
during fl ag leaf. BASF Plant Health products can 
minimize the impacts of disease and environmental 
stress, leading to healthier fi elds and higher yields.

Contact your local BASF Rep today.

Always read and follow label directions. Nexicor® and Xemium® are registered trademark of BASF. © 2022 BASF Corporation. All rights reserved.
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We fight every day to ensure that life on the 
family farm continues to prosper and grow. 

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT. 
If you are not a member, please consider joining today.

Thank you to our 
current members

Grower or Landlord $125
Family $200 
(2 family members)
Partnership $500 
(1-5 family members)
Convention $600 
 (2 individuals)
Lifetime $2,500 
 (1 individual)
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LEVELS OF MEMBERSHIP

Producer/Landowners (Voting Membership)

Washington Association
of Wheat Growers

     109 East First Ave. • Ritzville, WA 99169 
509-659-0610 • 877-740-2666 • 509-659-4302 (fax)

www.wawg.org

More member benefits:  
• Greensheet ALERTS  •  WAWG updates
• Voice to WAWG through opinion surveys 
• National Wheat Grower updates
• State and national legislative updates

Call 877-740-2666 or visit www.wawg.org

Non-Voting Membership
Student $75
Industry Associate $150

 X X X
 X X X

WAWG MEMBERSHIP FORM

Return this form with your check to: 
WAWG • 109 East First Ave. • Ritzville, WA 99169. 
Or call 509-659-0610 and use your credit card to enroll by phone.

 Student $75

 Grower $125

 Landlord $125

 Industry Associate $150

Please check level of membership

Name

Farm or Business

Address

City

State Zip

Phone Fax

Email

County Affiliation (if none, write state)

Circle all that apply:
Producer Landlord Individual Industry Rep. Business Owner Student Other

  Family $200 (up to 2 members)

  Partnership $500 (up to 5 partners)

 Convention $600

 Lifetime $2,500

✔ Preserving the lower Snake River dams.
✔  Fighting mandatory climate/carbon 

regulations.
✔  Lobbying the state Legislature for a 

seasonal overtime exemption.

✔  Maintaining a strong, reliable safety net 
by preserving crop insurance and making 
sure farm commodity programs work.

✔  Maintaining a safe, sound transportation 
system that includes rail, river and roads.

WAWG’s current top priorities are:

If these priorities are important to you, your family and your farm operation,  
join WAWG today and help us fight.

Albaugh is committed to delivering a complete seed treatment 
solution for insects and disease control based on performance 
targeting wireworms, aphids and suppression of Hessian Fly.

Contact your local seed retailer for more information on using 
Albaugh’s complete pest management seed treatment offer.

Refer to each product label for complete use directions and restrictions. Resonate® is a trademark of Albaugh, LLC. 
Lumivia® CPL is a trademark of Corteva Agriscience. Always read and follow label directions. 

EPA Reg. No. 42750-133 AD No. 110316. EPA Reg. No. 352-841.

DON’T PLAY GAMES WITH 
MANAGING WIREWORMS 

IN YOUR FIELDS THIS SPRING…

The data is in and shows that the combination of Resonate insecticide 
plus Lumivia CPL insecticide provides a one-two punch 

for control of wireworms, aphids and cutworms.

Independent third-

party trial data 

has proven that 

Albaugh’s robust 

fungicide package 

plus Resonate® and 

Lumivia® wireworm 

seed treatment 

provided 

performance on 

wireworms with 

a better return 

on investment.
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2021 PNW Customer 11 Site Summary
Trials Includes Wireworm Populations from Low to High Pressure

Fungicide + 
Insecticide only

Fungicide + 
Resonate® 2.4 oz/cwt + 
Lumivia® 0.50 oz/cwt

Fungicide + 
Teraxxa® 4.6 oz/cwt
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48.5
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AG EXPO 2022. The annual Spokane Ag Expo/Farm Forum returned to the Spokane 
Convention Center after being virtual only in 2021 due to COVID. While traffic was 
a little lighter than usual, school attendance on FFA day was much higher than 
expected. The Washington Association of Wheat Growers’ (WAWG) booth provided 
industry information, educational opportunities, invited new members and gave 
away wheat swag. The grand prize of a smart TV went to Kaitlin Smasne of Fairfield, 
Wash. WAWG would like to thank the volunteers and our Wheat Ambassadors for 
working the booth for the three days of the event.

WAWG   WORKat
ADVOCATING FOR THE WHEAT FARMERS OF EASTERN WASHINGTON

Meeting season continued for the Washington 
Association of Wheat Growers (WAWG) as board mem-
bers met last month for their monthly state board meet-
ing where they discussed county conditions and heard 
updates.

Jon Wyss, the newly reappointed state executive di-
rector of the Farm Service Agency (FSA), called into the 
meeting, telling growers he was proud to be back. He 
acknowledged that the state office has some challenges 
to address as a number of sign-ups are coming down to 
the wire amidst staffing issues in several county offices. 
March 15 is the sign-up deadline for the Agriculture Risk 
Coverage (ARC) and Price Loss Coverage (PLC) program. 
The Conservation Reserve General (CRP) sign-up ends on 
March 11. Wyss said the state office is hearing concerns 
about the CRP rental rates in some counties, and that’s 
something he’ll be looking into. One of his first priorities 

is to get the state committee fully staffed, and he asked 
growers for recommendations of people who might be 
interested in serving (see page 56).

Travis Martin, an FSA district director, also called into 
the board meeting. Martin said the state is behind last 
year in the number of producers who have completed their 
ARC/PLC sign-ups. There was some confusion earlier in 
the year about what producers who weren’t changing last 
year’s election needed to do. Martin said even if producers 
aren’t changing their election, they still need to complete 
enrollment, including collecting all applicable signatures 
by the March 15 deadline. Failure to complete enrollment, 
which is different from election, means the farm will be 
ineligible for payments for the 2022 fiscal year. Producers 
should contact their local FSA office as soon as possible if 
they have any questions.

WAWG lobbyist Diana Carlen gave a state legislative 

Growers hear FSA staffing, committee plans
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Important: Always read and follow label directions. Some products may not be registered for sale or use in all states and counties. Please check with your local Helena representative to ensure registration status. 
Helena, and Nucleus are registered trademarks and Konduit is a trademark of Helena Holding Company. © 2022 Helena Holding Company HPG0222W

Potassium is an essential nutrient that drives superior yield, quality and post-harvest storability. Overcoming soil inefficiencies 
is key to promoting sustainable crop growth. With Konduit™ Formulation Technology, Nucleus® soil-applied potassium fertilizers 
are more mobile and available to plants for stronger, more sustained growth. Compared to conventional potassium products, 
Nucleus potassium fertilizers can correct deficiencies and produce higher yields at significantly lower rates.  

WITH

ESSENTIAL
POTASSIUM

FOR OPTIMUM
GROWTH

For more information, contact your local Helena representative or visit HelenaAgri.com.

13 SR 27
Pullman, WA 99163

509-334-2591
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update. The big news in Olympia 
was the release of a transportation 
revenue package by Democrats. She 
said there were good and bad things 
in the package. It doesn’t rely on a 
gas tax increase, but there aren’t that 
many projects in it that would ben-
efit Eastern Washington. It does rely, 
in part, on increased fees for driver’s 
licenses and license plates. 

The ag lobby is watching another 
tax-related item in the transportation 
revenue package, one that would 
put a tax on exported fuel. Besides 
the fact it may violate the federal 
Commerce Clause, Carlen said an-
other concern is if other states start 
levying their own export taxes on 
products in the future. The ag lobby 
is also monitoring House Bill 1117, 
which would require public projects 
to incorporate a net ecological gain 
standard. There is some question 
whether or not that standard would 
apply to projects funded with 
public dollars, like the Voluntary 
Stewardship Program.

Although the much-aligned buffer 
bill ultimately did not pass out of its 
legislative committee, Carlen is still 
concerned that elements of it may 
appear in other bills. There is also 
the likelihood it may be revived in 
future legislative sessions. Michelle 
Hennings, WAWG’s executive 
director, told the board she has been 
attending grower meetings across 
Eastern Washington, explaining 
the potential impacts of the buffer 
bill and demonstrating its potential 
reach with a preliminary map of the 
state’s waterways.

“I’ve been able to explain to a sub-
stantial number of growers how bad 
this bill is for agriculture. There’s a 
lot of legislation being considered 
at both the state and national levels 
that could potentially have an ex-
tremely negative impact on growers, 
and they need to be aware of those 
efforts and how serious of a threat 

they are to family farms,” she told the board. “Besides the buffer bill, I’ve also 
provided an extensive update on our efforts to protect the Snake River dams. I 
feel like these presentations have been extremely successful, and I’ve been get-
ting some great feedback from farmers.”

In national legislation, the group discussed wheat as a cover crop and pi-
lot programs relating to climate concerns that are being considered. One of 
WAWG’s continued priorities is preserving the lower Snake River dams and 
educating the public on the benefits the dams provide. The study supported by 
Washington Gov. Jay Inslee and Sen. Patty Murray looking at potentially remov-
ing the dams is expected to be released in May.

In county issues, most counties reported little to no snow cover with decent 
stands of winter wheat that are starting to come out of dormancy. Producers are 
concerned about the availability of inputs and seeds. All counties reported dry 
conditions and the hope for a wet spring.

The next state board meeting is scheduled for March 8.  

Counties hold February grower meetings
Both Columbia and Whitman county wheat growers met last month to dis-

cuss county business.

Columbia County
Approximately 25 growers from Columbia County attended a county wheat 

growers meeting last month, both virtually and in-person, to discuss county 
concerns and business.

Representatives from Northwest Grain Growers presented useful information 
on insect and disease pressure, effective herbicide and pesticide chemistries and 
seed treatment packages, wheat varieties and the availability of seed. Growers 
were encouraged to get their spring seed orders in as soon as possible.

Drew Lyon, interim chair of Washington State University’s (WSU) 
Department of Crop and Soil Sciences, provided a weed update and a progress 
report on WSU’s hiring and new initiatives like the Washington Soil Health 

Columbia County growers heard updates from various industry stakeholders at last month’s county 
meeting
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WAWG AT WORKWL

Initiative. Washington Association of Wheat Growers 
(WAWG) lobbyist Diana Carlen called in with a state legis-
lative update. Lori Williams, WAWG program coordinator, 
discussed upcoming grower seminars, and local repre-
sentatives from the Farm Service Agency and the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service gave program updates 
and reminded growers of important deadlines.

Whitman County
During their meeting last month, Whitman County 

wheat growers continued an earlier discussion about the 
lack of staffing at the county Farm Service Agency (FSA) 
office. Over the past year, the office has lost nearly half of 
their seasoned staff due to retirements and promotions, 
leaving wheat growers concerned that the lack of experi-
enced personnel will hamper their ability to get signed up 
for programs before the deadlines. FSA District Directors 
Travis Martin and Geremy Nelson called into the meeting 
to talk to growers. Martin and Nelson will be acting as 
co-county executive directors for the time being, and the 
agency is using a national “jump team” and other county 
offices to fill in at the Whitman County office. Martin and 
Nelson reported that Adams and Lincoln counties are 
facing similar situations. One bit of encouraging news was 
that the FSA state executive director position has finally 
been filled. Jon Wyss was recently reappointed to the posi-
tion and was slated to start on Feb. 14.

FSA reported that only 33 percent of Whitman County 
growers had signed up for the Agriculture Risk Coverage 
and Price Loss Coverage programs, and the sign-up dead-
line is March 15. The other major deadline facing growers 
is the March 11 Conservation Reserve Program sign-up 
deadline. Currently, there are no plans to extended the 
sign-up deadlines, so growers are encouraged to contact 
their local FSA office as soon as possible.

Country growers decided to draft a letter to the 
Washington Association of Wheat Growers’ state board of 
directors to highlight their concerns over FSA staffing.

Tim Murray, chair of the Department of Plant Pathology 
at Washington State University and an Extension plant 
pathologist, talked about stripe rust, saying that because 
of the dry fall and late seeding, there was reduced disease 
potential, but if the spring forecast for cool, wet weather 
comes true, stripe rust could become an issue. The mild 
winter weather in February has brought some winter 
wheat out of dormancy, leaving it vulnerable to any late 
season cold spells. Murray also discussed Fusarium head 
blight, saying it isn’t currently a significant danger, as it 
mainly affects corn.

Gary Bailey and Ben Barstow, Washington Grain 
Commission (WGC) commissioners, talked about the job 
openings at the WGC and the Wheat Marketing Center 

in Portland. Barstow also talked about the need for rural 
Washington to have more representation and influence in 
state politics, especially with Western Washington legisla-
tors. He encouraged growers to consider supporting the 
Washington Wheat PAC, which donates to the campaigns 
of ag-friendly politicians.  

ARC/PLC enrollment 
required for 2022 eligibility

The Agriculture Risk Coverage (ARC) and Price Loss 
Coverage (PLC) deadline is quickly approaching. Failure 
to make a valid election and enrollment for the 2022 
program year by March 15, 2022, will result in ineligibility 
for the 2022 crop year payment. To complete election and 
enrollment, all signatures must be submitted by the March 
15 deadline.

There was some confusion in a previous announcement 
that if there is a failure to make an election for 2022, it 
would result in the farm defaulting to the election made in 
the 2021 program year. While it is true that the farm will 
default to the prior election if an election is not made by 
March 15, the farm may also become ineligible for pay-
ments for the 2022 fiscal year if enrollment is not complete 
by the upcoming deadline. Election and enrollment are 
two separate actions that apply to all ARC/PLC contracts. 
All farms must complete enrollment, including all appli-
cable signatures, by March 15, 2022. If you have already 
signed up for ARC/PLC and chose to modify your elec-
tion, you may do so until the March 15 deadline.

Please contact your local Farm Service Agency office to 
schedule an appointment today.  

WAWG signs letter to governor, 
legislature on salmon recovery

A group of Washington state agricultural organizations 
sent a letter to Gov. Jay Inslee and state House and Senate 
leaders offering suggestions on actions that would signifi-
cantly increase riparian enhancement and protections for 
salmon.

“Our farmers have implemented conservation on their 
lands for decades and generations with help and in part-
nership with local conservation districts, local watershed 
and salmon enhancement groups, in partnership with 
many tribes, and state and federal agencies. Many of these 
conservation programs have never been fully funded,” the 
letter said.  
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Add an EPA-approved dye or colorant to treat the seeds per 40 CFR 153.155(b)(1) during the seed treatment process. Ensure 
that all treated seed are dyed an unnatural color. 
™ ® Trademarks of Corteva Agriscience and its affiliated companies. Lumivia® CPL insecticide seed treatment  is registered in 
select states with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for sale in wheat. All information being transferred is technical in 
nature and subject to change.  Always read and follow label directions. © 2021 Corteva.

1221_0019

BROAD ACRE,  
BROAD PROTECTION
A revolutionary insecticide seed treatment 

that protects beyond just the seed. 

Cutworm

This unique translocation approach doesn’t  
just protect the seed, but also moves  
within the roots and the seedling  
above ground to protect against  
damaging insects.

Armyworm

Wireworm



WAWG AT WORKWL

Earn Non-GM premiums in  addition to optimizing yields 
Locally based research on germplasm and agronomy
All hybrids developed with a strong focus on shatter tolerance 
All seed is certified Blackleg free. Organic growers, please inquire
Secure Early Season Discounts by May 1, 2022 (Ask your retailer)

PNWVT 2018 2019 2020 2021
Control Varieties llbbss//aacc  (rank)
Athena 4,084 (10) 4,344 (18) 4,015 (15) 3,698 (12)
Dwarf Essex 3,413 (28) -- 3,698 (23) 3,279 (27)
Ericka 2,865 (30) 3,829 (25) 3,516(25) 3,219 (28)

Rubisco Seeds’ Hybrids
     Kicker — — 4,792 (1) 4,701 (1)
    Mercedes 4,933 (1) 5,145 (1) 4,419 (6) 4,359 (3)

  Plurax CL 4,708 (2) 4,959 (2) 4,717 (2) 4,465 (2)
  Phoenix CL 4,636 (4) 4,900 (4) 4,611 (3) 4,043 (5)

PNWVT Mean 3,956 4,470 4,085 3,726
LSD (p=0.05) 326 287 253 228
C.V. (%) 14.7 12.4 12.3 10.6

(270) 903 - 4994
GENERAL INQUIRIES

www.rubiscoseeds.com 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE Contact Us

* Phoenix CL & Plurax CL compatible within Clearfield wheat rotations.
Strong cross tolerance to Imi / SU herbicides. Can be sprayed post emergence with Beyond
herbicide.
SU or SURT Canola cultivars are not viable in a Clearfield rotation. (50% yield reduction in soils 
containing IMI residues, independent research Caldbeck Consulting.)

PNW 
CANOLA  

GROWERS

BREAKING 
YIELD  

BARRIERS

Data courtesy of University of Idaho

(270) 316 - 4316
CROP PRODUCTION PROGRAMS

info@rubiscoseeds.com 
EMAIL US

Kicker: Top yielding conventional hybrid, 2020 & 2021 PNW Winter 
Canola Trials. Excellent winter hardiness and resilience to pod shattering. 
Good drought tolerance. Medium maturity.

Mercedes: #1 reference winter canola hybrid for yield and oil in the PNW 
since 2012. Vigorous fall establishment and early season cold tolerance. 
Responds to lower seeding rates relative to OP canola. Medium maturity.

*Phoenix CL: Two-gene Clearfield hybrid with proven performance in the
PNW. Superior cold tolerance. Vigorous fall growth helps overcome insect
feeding. Early maturity. Enhanced pod shattering resiliency. High yield
potential.

*Plurax CL: Two-gene Clearfield hybrid with early maturity. High cold
tolerance. Vigorous fall growth above and below ground. Prostrate fall
crown development. Excellent yield and oil content. Strong pod structure.

WWiinntteerr  CCaannoollaa  HHyybbrriiddss  KICKER |  MERCEDES  |  PHOENIX CL |  PLURAX CL

CONVENTION
RANDY J. LYLE LLC
SCHOESLER FARMS INC

FAMILY
1 MOORE AG
4 I RANCH LLC
A E KNOTT FARMS INC
A K FARMS INC
 -TREVOR JANTZ
 -ALICE KOCH
ABBEY FARMS INC
AMERY FARM
B&D FARMS INC 
 -BLAINE & DONNA COCHRAN
 -JEFFREY COCHRAN
BAHR RANCHES INC
BAR L RANCH
BAR STAR INC
BARING BUSHELS & BALDIES 

INC
BARKER ENTERPRISES
BAUER COULEE FAMILY 

FARM INC
BAUERMEISTER FARMS INC
BERNT LEHN FARMS INC
BIG ROCK FARMS INC
BLAIR FARMS
BODONALD FARMS INC
MARK & SANDRA BOOKER
BRIAN BLANK FARMS
BROKEN WINDMILL FARMS
 -DAMON A SAUER
 -JUDITH SAUER
BUGHI FARMS INC
C2S FARMS INC
 -LEIF CLAASSEN
 -STEVE CLAASSEN
CAMP FARMS INC
CARICO HILLS INC
CARLTON FARMS INC
 -DAVID W CARLTON
 -LUKE MCNEIL 
CARSTENSEN FAMILY LLC
CHAD SMITH RANCHES
 -CHAD W SMITH
 -MARKUS W SMITH
CHVATAL FARMS INC
 -ED CHVATAL
 -DAVID FLOREN
CIRCLE H RANCH
DARREL W & NINA CLAASSEN
CLAASSEN AG INC
 -CURT CLAASSEN

 -SETH CLAASSEN
CLONINGER FARMS LLC
CORKRUM & DERBY RANCH
COYOTE FLATS FARMS INC
CROW FARMS INC
D&M FARMS
D&P ELDER FAMILY LLC
DAVEY FARMS
DAVID B & PAULA M 

WILLIAMSON & NORMAN H 
GEIB TRUST

DAVIS FARMS
DINGMAN FARMS JV
 -RUSSELL & JULIE  DINGMAN
 -MARCUS & EMILY DINGMAN
DOUBLE D FARMS
DP JOINT VENTURE
DRB FARM INC
HEATH & LESLIE DRUFFEL
ROY L & CARLEY J DUBE
E&M WILLIAMS INC
E&P JOINT VENTURES
ECKHART FARMS LLC
 -CHRIS ECKHART
 -SALLY ECKHART
ELMER C ANDERSON INC
MICHAEL P & CATHERINE 

ENSLEY
ENYEART FAMILY FARMS INC
KARL FELGENHAUER
FOGED FARMS
FRANZ RANCH INC
 -RANDY & BARB FRANZ
 -CURTIS FRANZ
FRED HARRIS TRUST
 -DONNA L HARRIS
 -ROSE HARRIS
G&A SMITH FARMS
G-02 FARM INC
GAFFCO FARMS
GB FARMS INC
GEM AIR
MARTIN & PAM GERING
GERING & KUCH FARMS
GLENCO FARMS INC
GM FARMS
GOETZ WHEAT FARMS JV
GRASSL FARMS
GREEN VIEW FARMS INC
 -DEREK & HANNA GREEN
 -JORDAN & CARLY GREEN
 -LONNIE & MARCI GREEN
GREENE RIDGE FARMS
 -JESSE GREENE
 -MARK GREENE

GREG FERREL LLC
HEATHMAN HEREFORD 

RANCH
 -JOHN HEATHMAN
 -STEVE HEATHMAN
HEATON FARMS
MARGARET HEGLAR HANSON
NANCY HEGLAR HENRY
HELLBERG FARMS LLC
HENNING FAMILY FARMS INC
HERDRICK FAMILY LLC
HI-CREST FARMS
HILLSIDE FARMS INC
 -SUSAN CRAWFORD
 -ALAN SMICK
HILLTOP RANCH INC
LOIS HINDERER
ROSEMARIE HINDERER
HOMEPLACE INC
 -TRACY RUSH
 -WYSTERIA RUSH
FLOYD C & BERTIE HONN
HORRIGAN FARMS INC
HORSE HEAVEN TRANSPORT
 -ANDREW SHARPE
 -LEROY & ANDREW SHARPE
HOWARD FARMS INC
 -BRUCE HOWARD
 -NORM HOWARD
J BAR S INC
J R EMTMAN INC
J S H FARMS INC
JAMES K MILLER & SON INC
 -ANDREA MILLER
 -WARREN MILLER
MITCH & HALLIE JAMISON
JEFF & LYNETTE KINZER 

FARMS INC
JOHN GRANT & SON
 -DAN GRANT
 -PATTI GRANT
JOHNSON AGRIPRISES INC
JOSEPH THOMAS FARMS
KINCAID PARTNERS GP
 -CRISTIAN KINCAID
 -CRAIG KINCAID
KLC INC
KOPF FARMS
KULM FARMS
LANEFIELD FARMS INC
LANGENHEDER FAMILY LLC
LARITZ FARMS INC
LARRY CONOVER FARM
LASHAW AG INC
 -MIKE LASHAW

 -MIKE LASHAW
LMZ RANCH
JAMES KENT & LISA LUCAS
M&E FARMS
M&L CARSTENSEN FARMS
MAINS BROS
MARLER FARMS INC
MCDONALD - MOON FARMS 

INC
MCGOURIN FARMS INC
MEAD RANCH
 -CHARLIE MEAD
 -SKIP MEAD
MEADOWVIEW JV
MELVILLE ACRES INC
MIX SR FAMILY TRUST
MOREL FARMS INC 
MR STOCK & STUBBLE INC
N&L FARMS INC
NANCY GRANT FARM
NEFF RANCHES
 -DAVID NEFF
 -WALT NEFF
O’ER THE HILL FARMING
TOM & VICKY PETTY
PHILLIPS WINDY HILL LLC
PLUCKER FARMS ONE LLC
QUIRK FARMS INC
R&L RANCH INC
R B K JOINT VENTURE
R-J DORMAIER RANCH
GERALD RAY
THOMAS RAY
RAYMOND MAYER FARMS INC
 -MITCHEL MAYER
 -RAYMOND MAYER
REDMAN RANCH INC
REXEL FARMS INC
 -REX BEAN
 -JEFFREY KRAUSE
FRED & JULIE SCHARFF
SCHUMER FARMS LLC
SCHWAB FARMS INC
 -CHARLES SCHWAB
 -SCOTT SCHWAB
SEED LOGIC LLC
SENEY LAND & LIVESTOCK
SILER FARMS INC
DENNIS & JULLIE SIMMELINK
SITTON FARMS INC
 -DEBRA SITTON
 -ELIZABETH SITTON 
SPOKANE HUTTERIAN 

BRETHERN
 -CHARLES GROSS

 -DAVID GROSS
 -MARK GROSS
STUBBS FARMS LLC
SUESS FARMS INC
SWANNACK FARMS INC
T D WALSH FARMS INC
 -DUSTY WALSH
 -TIM WALSH
TANKE FARMS INC
TANKE JOINT INC
TIMM FARMS INC
TODD SCHOLZ FARM
 -LOIS SCHOLZ
 -TODD SCHOLZ
TREIBER FARMS INC
WALKERS JOINT VENTURE
 -PAUL WALKER
 -SETH C WALKER
WARDEN HUTTERIAN 

BRETHREN
 -PHILLIP GROSS
 -PAUL WOLLMAN
WARREN FARMS INC
WARREN MORGAN ORCHARDS 

LLC
WELLER FARMS
 -JANICE FAIRCHILD
 -MARK WELLER
WESTSIDE FARMS INC
WILLIAMS FAMILY FARM
 -CINDY ROHDE
 -HARVEY WILLIAMS
WINDY KNOLLS RANCH LLC
WISWALL RANCH
WM R LYONS & SONS
 -MICHAEL LYONS
 -TIM LYONS
WOLF CORPORATE FARMS INC
MIKE & CHERYL WOODS

GROWER
2M FARMS
3B’S PROPERTIES LLC
3T JV
4 BELL FARMS LLC
4 S RANCH
5 M INC
5B FARMS INC
5N FARM LLC
7JK RANCH
7X FARMS
A&C VALLEY FARMS INC
AARON GFELLER INC
AHRENS FARMS INC
ALAN P. HIGGINBOTHAM INC

FRED ALDERSON JR
AMBER FURROWS INC
AMBER LAKE FARMS INC
AMSCO INC
ANDERVILLE FARMS
ANTE UP INC
ANTHONY J SMITH FARMS LLC
MARK APPLEFORD
MICHAEL E ARCHER
ARCHER FARMS
ART DRUFFEL FARMS
AUNE FARMS LLC
AURORA INC
B&B FARMS
B&P FARMS INC
B&T FARMS
B L & D HENNING LLC
BAR TEN RANCHES
LOIS BARRY
BAUMAN & SON INC
BECKER RANCH
BEE DEE FARMS
BEECHINOR FARMS
ADAM BERGLUND
BERNICE LESSER IIV TRUST
BIG BUCK FARMS INC
BJK FARMS INC
BLACK DOG FARMS
BLAIN RANCH
BILL BLESSINGER
BO CO INC
BOB’S BOY INC
BOERSMA FARM INC
DAVID   BOLENEUS
MERLE BOOKER
BOOKER & SON INC
BOW TIE FARMS INC
BRAUN FARMS INC
BRENT BAIR FARMS
BREWER BROS LLC
BROCK RANCH
GARY F BROWN
BROWN & FORD
 -ALLEN FORD
 -SCOTT FORD
BROWNE RANCH
BRUCE & DIANA CARLSON INC
MICHAEL D BUCKLEY
BUCKSHOT FARMS INC
BUOB FARMS INC
BURKHART FARM
GARY BYE
C&C FARMS
C&E FARMS
C&L CLOANINGER INC

CARGRAIN FARMS INC
CARPENTER FARMS
KYLE CARSTENS
CARSTENSEN BOYS
NORMAN CAVADINI
CENTURY 2 INC
CHABRE BROTHERS
CHRISTENSEN FARMS
CLAASSEN FARMS INC
ASA CLARK
CLASSIC FARMS
CLAUSEN RANCH
CLERF FARMS INC
DAVID  CLINTON
J RICHARD CLOANINGER
COCHRAN FARMS
COCHRANE FARMS
COCHRANE SONS FARM
COCKING FARMS LLC
COLUMBIA VIEW FARMS
COULEE CREEK FARMS
COULEE HITE ENTERPRISES 

INC
COVELLO CELLARS
CRC FARMS INC
CROSBY FARMS INC
CSI
CT MYERS FARMS INC
CUNNINGHAM FARM
ROBERT M CUTLER
D&D GILBERT FARMS INC
D&D ROBERTS JV
D&L BAUER FARMS
D&L FARMS INC
D&M FARMS
D&M LANGE JV
D&P FARMS
D2 RANCH
DALKEITH FARM INC
DAN & JAN KRAMER FARMS
DAVIS & DAVIS FARMS
DBO FARMS INC
DC FARMS
DEGON FAMILY FARMS JV
DEIFE FARMS INC
DEISHL FARMS
DENNY LAND & LIVESTOCK INC
DERUWE L&F INC
DESERT ACRES INC
DESERT GRAIN FARMS INC
JAKE DEWALD
STACEY DEWALD
TRAVIS DEWALD
DIAMOND T RANCHES
DIAMOND-S FARMS INC

WAWG thanks members
The Washington Association of Wheat Growers would like to thank each and every member of our organization. 

You, the members, keep the organization strong. The grassroots WAWG is built on keep the leadership, committees 
and board members moving forward in a positive way. Without your support and activity, WAWG would not be the 
efficient and effective organization it is today. Thank you for your time and support.

Some of the suggestions include funding for the 
Voluntary Stewardship Program and the Conservation 
Reserve Enhancement Program; funding for coordinated 
resource management that would establish goals between 
local parties for riparian restoration in several watersheds 
and river basins; funding for small forest landowners 
who are required to leave timber that protects fish habitat; 
funding to address a backlog of Family Forest Fish Passage 
Program projects that assist small forestland owners in 
removing culverts and stream obstructions; and funding 
to expand the Commodity Buffer Program.

Besides the Washington Association of Wheat 
Growers, other signatories include the Washington 
State Farm Bureau, Washington Friends of Farms and 

Forests, Western Washington Agricultural Association, 
the Washington State Dairy Federation, Washington 
Winegrowers Association and the Washington State 
Cattlemen’s Association.  

Are you receiving your ALERT?
With their annual membership, Washington Association 

of Wheat Growers members can receive industry updates 
through the weekly digital Greensheet ALERT via email. 
If you are not receiving this ALERT, either we don’t have 
your current email address, or our ALERT is going into 
your spam folder. Call our office at (509) 659-0610 to make 
sure we have your current email address.  
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Earn Non-GM premiums in  addition to optimizing yields 
Locally based research on germplasm and agronomy
All hybrids developed with a strong focus on shatter tolerance 
All seed is certified Blackleg free. Organic growers, please inquire
Secure Early Season Discounts by May 1, 2022 (Ask your retailer)

PNWVT 2018 2019 2020 2021
Control Varieties llbbss//aacc  (rank)
Athena 4,084 (10) 4,344 (18) 4,015 (15) 3,698 (12)
Dwarf Essex 3,413 (28) -- 3,698 (23) 3,279 (27)
Ericka 2,865 (30) 3,829 (25) 3,516(25) 3,219 (28)

Rubisco Seeds’ Hybrids
     Kicker — — 4,792 (1) 4,701 (1)
    Mercedes 4,933 (1) 5,145 (1) 4,419 (6) 4,359 (3)

  Plurax CL 4,708 (2) 4,959 (2) 4,717 (2) 4,465 (2)
  Phoenix CL 4,636 (4) 4,900 (4) 4,611 (3) 4,043 (5)

PNWVT Mean 3,956 4,470 4,085 3,726
LSD (p=0.05) 326 287 253 228
C.V. (%) 14.7 12.4 12.3 10.6

(270) 903 - 4994
GENERAL INQUIRIES

www.rubiscoseeds.com 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE Contact Us

* Phoenix CL & Plurax CL compatible within Clearfield wheat rotations.
Strong cross tolerance to Imi / SU herbicides. Can be sprayed post emergence with Beyond
herbicide.
SU or SURT Canola cultivars are not viable in a Clearfield rotation. (50% yield reduction in soils 
containing IMI residues, independent research Caldbeck Consulting.)

PNW 
CANOLA  

GROWERS

BREAKING 
YIELD  

BARRIERS

Data courtesy of University of Idaho

(270) 316 - 4316
CROP PRODUCTION PROGRAMS

info@rubiscoseeds.com 
EMAIL US

Kicker: Top yielding conventional hybrid, 2020 & 2021 PNW Winter 
Canola Trials. Excellent winter hardiness and resilience to pod shattering. 
Good drought tolerance. Medium maturity.

Mercedes: #1 reference winter canola hybrid for yield and oil in the PNW 
since 2012. Vigorous fall establishment and early season cold tolerance. 
Responds to lower seeding rates relative to OP canola. Medium maturity.

*Phoenix CL: Two-gene Clearfield hybrid with proven performance in the
PNW. Superior cold tolerance. Vigorous fall growth helps overcome insect
feeding. Early maturity. Enhanced pod shattering resiliency. High yield
potential.

*Plurax CL: Two-gene Clearfield hybrid with early maturity. High cold
tolerance. Vigorous fall growth above and below ground. Prostrate fall
crown development. Excellent yield and oil content. Strong pod structure.

WWiinntteerr  CCaannoollaa  HHyybbrriiddss  KICKER |  MERCEDES  |  PHOENIX CL |  PLURAX CL
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DICK LEDGERWOOD & 
SONS INC

DIRKS FARMS INC
DIXON LAND & LIVESTOCK
DODD FARMS
DOUBLE A FARMS
DOUBLE D RANCHES
DOUBLE I RANCH LLC
DOUBLE M RANCH
DOUBLE P RANCH
DOUBLE S FARM INC
DOUBLE Z FARMS
DOUBLETREE RANCHES INC
 -ELLWOOD BROWN
 -NEAL BROWN
DREAM BIG ADVENTURES
DUANE LASHAW FARMS INC
DUANE WIDMAN FARM
RANDY DUNCAN
DUTCH FLAT ANGUS LLC
E&L FARMS INC
E&S APPEL FARM
E.L. & J.H. RAY FARMS LLC
EARTHBOURNE RESOURCES 

INC
ELY RANCHES
EMERALD FARMS
TIM ENSLEY
ERDMANN FARMS INC
ESCURE FARMS II INC
ESLICK FARMS INC
EVANS & SON JV
F&S ROSMAN FARMS
F R W FARMS
FARM-RITE INC
FARMING ETC INC
DEAN C FARRENS
FARRENS FARMS
FEUSTEL FARMS INC
ERNIE FILAN
FINK AGAIN INC
WAYNE FITZSIMMONS
DOUG FITZSIMMONS
FLANSBURG FARMS INC
SHANNON FLEMING
FLOYD FARMS INC
FLYING S
BRAD FORGEY
FOUNDATION FARM INC
FRAZIER BLUFF FARMS INC
FRIEHE FARMS
FROST VALLEY FARMS
 -JASON SNYDER
 -JERRY L SNYDER
FULFS BROTHERS FARMS GP
G&D FARMS INC
G&J HAMILTON FARMS INC
DALE GALBREATH
GARY GALBREATH
GREG GALBREATH
GAR-RAN LLC
GAUNTT FARMS INC
GENE MCDONALD FARMS INC
CURTIS GERING
GFELLER RANCHES INC
GIESCO INC
GJ FAMILY FARMS
GMC JV
GOLDEN ESTATE INC
GOLDEN GRAIN FARMS INC
GOLDEN SCHELL FARMS
GOOD STALK FARMS LLC
GORDON & GORDON FARMS LP
GORMLEY FARMS INC
GRAIN ACRES
GRANHOLM FARMS LLC
MARK S  GRANT
MICHAEL F GRANT
GREEN ACRE FARMS INC
GREEN HOLLOW FARM INC
GROOM FARMS
GUNNING FARMS INC
KENNETH W GUST
H JACOBS FARMS INC
H.T. REA FARMING CORP
HAIR LAND CO
HAMILTON GRAIN
HANNING CATTLE
HARDING FARMS
DENNIS HARDY
HARLOW LAND CO INC
HARVEST ENTERPRISES LLC
KYLE HAWLEY

HAYES INC
ROBERT M HEINEMANN
HENDRIX FARMS LLC
HENNING FARMS JV
HERRES LAND CO
HG ETC LLC
HI VALLEY FARMS INC
HIGGINBOTHAM 

HOMESTEADS INC
HILLCREST FARMS INC
HOCTOR RANCHES LLC
HODGES 1905 INC
HOGEYE RANCH
HOLLENBACK FARMS INC
HOLMES FARM
HOOD FARMS
HOWARD P SMITH RANCH
HOWE FARMS INC
HUDLOW INC
HUNT FARMS
 -DEREK HUNT
 -SCOTT A HUNT
HUNTLEY FAMILY JV
IVY FARMS INC
J&J LAND & LIVESTOCK INC
J&M FARMS LLC
J&S MOON FARM INC
J&S MYERS INC
J T D RANCHES INC
J VOWELS FARMS INC
J.H. MILLER & SON INC
J&B SHERWOOD INC
JAMISON AG ENTERPRISES
JANSON FARMS INC
JBS FARMS INC
JDK FARMS INC
JE DOUGLAS INC
JENSEN FARMS INC
JERRY DORMAIER FARMS INC
JESKE FARMS JV
JIM BAUER & SONS FARM INC
JK TEE FARMS
JOE MCCOWN SR TRUST
JOHN DRUFFEL FARMS INC
ALAN D JONES
GREG JONES
JORDAN FARMS
KEITH JORGENSEN
BETTY L JORGENSEN
JORGENSEN BROS JV
JORGENSEN FARMS JV
JR FARMS INC
JRM & M FARMS
JSJ FARM INC
JUST FARMS
JW & K FARMS LLC
K&D KJACK FARMS INC
K&K FARMS INC
K&M FARMS INC
K&S FARMS
K A LUFT FARMS
KAGELE ACRES INC
KD DID INC
KEVIN SCHOLZ INC
JAMES KILE
RYAN KILE
JUANITA KINZER
KISLER FARMS INC
KLAVEANO BROTHERS JV
KLEINCO INC
KNIVETON FARMS INC
KNODEL & SON FARM INC
KONAG CO LLC
PAULA KRAMER
KREGGER FAMILY FARMS INC
MYRON KRUCKENBERG
L&D FARMS INC
L&M PEHA JV
L&P FARMS INC
L.G. BLAIR FARMS INC
L2 INC
MARK LAMBERT
JAMES LANGE
LASHAW AG INC
LAWDOG FARMS LLC
LAZY B FARMS LLC
LAZY YJ FARMS JV
LCAT FARMS INC
LEE EICKMEYER FARMS INC
LELAND LAND & LIVESTOCK 

LLC
TRACY L LESSER
LESTER WOLF FARMS INC

LIBERTY RANCH
GERALD L LIPPS
LLEWELLYN FARMS INC 
LNL FARMS
LOGEN INC
LONG HOLLOW FARMS
LONGMEDO FARM
LTH FARM CORP
LUFT FARMS INC
LUTZENBERGER FARMS
LYMAN FAMILY FARMS
JOHN LYONS
LYONS FARM OPERATIONS INC
M4 FARMS INC
HARVEY  MAC QUARRIE
MAL FARMS JV
MALONE FARMS
MARCO RANCHES
MARSHALL FARM
MASTERSON RANCH
MATT LYONS INC
MCA FARMS
RONALD D MCCLURE
TAYLOR MCDONALD
MCGREEVY BROTHERS
MCGREGOR LAND & 

LIVESTOCK CO
PAUL  MCKAY
MCKAY FARM & RANCH INC
PAT MCKEIRNAN
MCKINNEY FARMS
DAVID M MCNEILLY
MCRAE RANCH INC
MERCER DRYLAND FARMS
MERRITT FARMS
MESERVE FARMS INC
MGP FARMING LLC
MICHAEL HAND FARMS
MIDDLETON SIX SONS 

FARMS LLC
MIELKE INC
MIKE RESER FARMS INC
DEAN MILLER
KEVIN L MOELLER
MOHS PROPERTIES LLC
JASON MONSON
MONSON BROTHERS INC
DEVIN MOON
MOON FAMILY FARM
STEVEN D MOORE
CARL C MOORE
TOM MOORE
MOORE-2 FARMS
MORASCH FARMS
MPJ FARMS INC
MURISON FARMS JV
NANCY A. MCKINNON POA
NAUGHT RANCHES INC
NEILSEN FARMS
NELSON FARMS INC
NELSON STIRRUP T FARMS INC
NIBLER FARMING
NICK & DALE DRUFFEL 

PARTNERSHIP
NN BAR FARMS
NOLLMEYER FARMS JV
NORM DRUFFEL & SONS
NORRIS RANCHES INC
NOSTAW FARMS INC
NULL FARMS INC
NW FARMS INC
OCHLARE FARMS INC
OVERTIME FARMS INC
PEARSON FARMS
PENHALLURICK HEIRS GP
THOMAS M PETERSEN
JERRY W PETERSON
BRUCE H PETTY
PALMER PHILLIPS 
PIERRET INC
 -CLAUDE PIERRET
 -MARTIN PIERRET
SHEILA PIPER
PM ROSMAN FARMS
POE GRAIN & LIVESTOCK INC
H THOMAS POOLE
POWERS RANCHES INC
JASON PROUDFOOT
PROUDFOOT RANCHES INC
R&D ENTERPRISE INC
R&J FARMS INC
R&K FARMS INC
R&L LYONS FARMS

R&M MCHARGUE FARMS INC
R&R COX FARMS INC
R&R HALVORSON INC
R&R INC
R FARM
R2 AG INC
LOUIS F RAAP
RADACH FARMS INC
RASCHKO FARMS
RCM FARMS LLC
RDF FARMS INC
REBEL CREEK FARMS INC
CHAD REDMAN
BERNADINE REID
TABITHA REILLY
RENNEWANZ FARMS LLC
REPP FARMS INC
RICHARDSON & SON INC
LORNA RICHMOND
RIDGELINE AG LLC
SUSAN RIDLINGTON
RKJK FARMS INC
ROBERT OR ANNA REA FARMS
ROBISON FARMS CO
ROCK ROSE FARMS INC
ROCKING MC
ROD HUBNER FARMS
RODGER LEHN FARM
LUTHER ROECKS
ROGER ETTER FARMS
ROLLING MC
STEVE ROSBACH
ROSS RANCH
ROY KINZER FARMS INC
RYLAARSDAM FARMS
S&J FARMS
S&J SCHWARTZ INC
SADDLE MT HOMESTEAD
SAGEBRUSH FLATS FARM
TOM SCHARFF
SCHLEE FARMS INC
BRIAN SCHMITZ
JOE A SCHMITZ
SCHOONOVER FARMS
SCHORZMAN FARMS JV
MICHAEL P SCHRAG
SCHREINERTUTTLE FARMS INC
SCHROETLIN BROTHERS
SCHU FARMS INC
GREG SCHULTZ
TIM SCHULTZ
SCRUPPCO INC
PHILIP M SEALOCK
MATTHEW SEIBLY
SHAWVER FARMS
TOM SHEER
SID MAYBERRY INC
SIDEB INC
SIEG BROTHERS JV
CORDE SIEGEL
SIEVERKROPP FARM INC
SIEVERKROPP GRAIN & 

CATTLE
SILVER CREEK FARMS INC
ALTHA M SIMMELINK
SITTON FARMS INC
SJ FARMS
SLR FARMS INC
SONRAY FARMS INC
SPRING CREEK ACRES LLC
SPRING CREEK ENHANCEMENT
FRANCES M STEEL
STEVE GFELLER INC
STEVE KRUPKE FARMS JV
STEVENS FARMS INC
STONE FARMS INC
STONECIPHER RANCHES LLC
STUBBLEFIELD RANCH INC
SUKSDORF FARMS INC
SUN RIDGE FARMS INC
SUNNY A FARMS & SERVICES
SUNSET FARMS INC
CAROL SUNWOLD
DAVID L SWANNACK
T J FARMS INC
T.R. REAPERS INC
MATTHEW L TALBOTT
TALBOTT FARMS INC
STEVE TAYLOR
TEMPLIN FARM SERVICE INC
TERRY HARDING INC
GUY THERRIEN
THOMAS FARMS

JOHN THOREN
PAUL L. TICHENAL
BRIAN K TIEGS
TIMM-RUSH INC
TIN CITY FARMS
TODD KIMBALL FARMS
TOM DOWNS FARMS INC
TOM PERINGER FARM
TRIPLE S FARM PARTNERSHIP
TUCANNON AG PARTNERSHIP 

LLC
TURNER FARMS
UNION CREEK NORTH LLC
URBAT FARMS INC
V W FARMS LLC
VALLEY VIEW RANCH
LEONARD R VAN BUREN
VAN HOLLEBEKE LIVESTOCK JV
BOB VENERA
VINTI FARMS
ALAN VOISE
VOLD FAMILY FARM INC
W&D RANCH INC
W&L FARMS INC
W A L RANCH INC
W W FARMS
JEFF WAGNER
REGIE WALDHER
DONALD E WALKER
WALLA WALLA RIVER 

ESTATES LLC
WARREN FARMS INC
DUSTIN WARWICK
WATKINS FARMS INC
NAT WEBB
KELLI WEBER
WEBER FARMS INC
WELLESLEY FARMS INC
WELLSANDT FARMS INC
WERNZ FARMING
WEST HILLS JV
WEST WHITMAN FARMS INC
WHITAKER & SONS FARMS INC
WHITE FARMS
WHITE FARMS JV
MIKE WHITMAN
LARRY D WILCOX
WILEY RANCHES INC
FRED A  WILKINS
WILLADA FARMS INC
WILLIAMSON FARMS INC
WILLRICH RANCH JV
WINDY ACRES
WINDY PRAIRIE INC
RAY WOLF
WOLFE HEREFORDS INC
WOLLWEBER FARMS INC
JACOB WOLLWEBER
WOODEN ROAD FARMS INC
WOODY GRADE FARMS LLC
WP FARMS
WWW FARMS INC
XB RANCH INC
Y2K AG VENTURES LLC
YEOMAN RANCH PT
ZECCHINO FARMS
ZEILER RANCH INC
ZELL-CRON INC
MIKE ZIMMER

INDUSTRY 
SUPPORTER

AG ENTERPRISE SUPPLY INC
AGRIBUSINESS COUNCIL
ALMOTA ELEVATOR CO
B&R AERIAL CROP CARE INC
BROCK LAW FIRM
CF INDUSTRIES INC 
COBANK
COLUMBIA BASIN 

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
CENTER

COLUMBIA GRAIN INC
CORTEVA AGRISCIENCE
ED POE AGENCY INSURANCE
FARM & HOME SUPPLY INC
FOUR STAR SUPPLY INC
MEL HENKLE
HIGHLINE GRAIN GROWERS 

INC
HILLE SPRAY SERVICE INC
JW & ASSOCIATES PLLC
KINCAID REAL ESTATE

KIRKPATRICK, UTGARD & 
PERRY PS

KONEN FARMS
L&G RANCH SUPPLY
LEFFEL, OTIS & WARWICK, PS
 -DAVENPORT OFFICE
 -ODESSA OFFICE
 -RITZVILLE OFFICE
 -WILBUR OFFICE
LEWIS CLARK TERMINAL INC
LLOYDS INC & BLUE 

MOUNTAIN INSURANCE
MCDONALD ZARING 

INSURANCE
MCGREGOR RISK 

MANAGEMENT SERVICES LLC
 -COLFAX OFFICE
MICRO-AG
MID-COLUMBIA INSURANCE 

INC
NELSON IRRIGATION 

CORPORATION
NIELSEN INSURANCE
NORTH PINE AG EQUIPMENT 

INC
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT 

INSURANCE SERVICES
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT 

SERVICES
 -COLFAX OFFICE
 -WALLA WALLA OFFICE
NORTHWEST GRAIN 

GROWERS INC
NUTRIEN AG SOLUTIONS
 -MOSES LAKE OFFICE
 -WATERVILLE OFFICE
PAC INSURANCE GROUP
 -AIRWAY HEIGHTS OFFICE
 -PULLMAN OFFICE
PALOUSE GRAIN GROWERS 

INC
PASSMORE AVIATION
PERKINS & ZLATICH CPA’S PS
PLANT HEALTH 

INTERNATIONAL
PNW AG NETWORK
POMEROY GRAIN GROWERS 

INC
RITZVILLE WAREHOUSE CO
ROCK STEEL STRUCTURES INC
SCHMIDT INSURANCE 

SERVICES INC
ST JOHN HARDWARE
STATE BANK NORTHWEST
STOESS MFG INC
SYNGENTA
T&S SALES INC
TDN LLC
THE MCGREGOR COMPANY
 -CLARKSTON OFFICE
 -COLFAX OFFICE
 -DAVENPORT OFFICE
 -DAYTON OFFICE
 -ELLENSBURG OFFICE
 -ELTOPIA OFFICE
 -ENDICOTT OFFICE
 -GARFIELD OFFICE
 -KENNEWICK OFFICE
 -LACROSSE OFFICE
 -LEWISTON OFFICE
 -LIND OFFICE
 -MCGREGOR SEED
 -OAKESDALE OFFICE
 -PALOUSE OFFICE
 -PASCO OFFICE
 -POMEROY OFFICE
 -PULLMAN OFFICE
 -RITZVILLE OFFICE
 -ROSALIA OFFICE
 -ST JOHN OFFICE
 -UNIONTOWN OFFICE
 -WAITSBURG OFFICE
 -WALLA WALLA OFFICE
 -WILBUR OFFICE
TINA POOLE INS
TRI-CITIES GRAIN LLC
TRI-STATE SEED COMPANY LLC
USDA-RISK MANAGEMENT 

AGENCY
WAGNER SEED COMPANY
WASHINGTON GENETICS
WASHINGTON STATE 

CROP IMPROVEMENT 

ASSOCIATION

LANDLORD
3 G CORP
3 QUARTERS FARMS LLC
A&D LUST FAMILY LLC
A&P FARMS LLC
JANET ABRAMS
L. CLIFFORD ADAMS
GEORGE ALLISON
APPEL VALLEY FARM
SYLVIA ARBELBIDE
ARCHER RANCH
ARLAND FARMS
MERLE E ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG FAMILY FARM 

TRUST
ART/LINDA ZELLMER INC
ARTHUR MENKE FAMILY 

TRUST
ASPEN CAMP RANCH
KEITH AUSMAN
ROBERT E  AUVIL
AVELLA STONE LLC
B&L FARMS INC
GARY L BAKER
GERALDINE BALDWIN
BANRAC LLC
BAR TEN RANCHES LLC
BARNES FAMILY PROPERTY 

TRUST
BAUER FAMILY FARM 

PARTNERSHIP
BAUMAN SISTERS
JOHN BAUMANN
BEARD FAMILY FARM LLC
CLIFFORD D BERGERON
BERRYMAN 

GRANDCHILDREN’S RANCH
BEST ACRES
BETCHER FARMS II INC
BIG DADDYS FARM LLC
KURT BLUME
JOANNE BOLICK
BREWER FARM
JANINE BRODINE
DALE BROECKEL
TERRY J BROWN DVM
BRUCE HONN FAMILY LLC
BSJ SHIELDS FARMS LLC
CHARLES BUCH
BUOB FARMS
BARBARA BURT
BUSE CONNECTION
BARRY BUTH
DICK CAMP
CAP FARMS LLC
CARCO FARMS INC
CARLSON FARM LLC
BARBARA CARMACK
CECILE L CARPENTER
HENRY P CARSTENSEN JR
CBO-OE-JCM LLC
DARYL CHESTERMAN
CJW FAMILY FARM  LLC
CLARENCE BECHTOL FAMILY 

HOLDINGS LLC
LAURIE CLARK
CLARK-COLLINS-CLARK
CLAUSEN LEGACY FARMS LLC
CLINE CLYDE RANCH
CLINE FAMILY FARM
CLOANINGER FARMS
COGSWELL FAMILY FARM LLC
PAUL COLLARD
COLLARD HEIRS FARM 

AGENCY
COLUMBIA CO. RANCH
LANCE J COLYAR
CONOVER RANCHES
ANN COOK
COPELAND FARM LLC
CORDERMAN HILLS JV
CRABTREE HOMESTEAD LLC
G M  CROSS
CROWS NEST AG INC
CT MYERS FARMS INC
CVENGROS FARM & 

CVENGROS FAMILY LLC
D&D SOLBRACK LLC
D. & R.M. FARMS LLC
D&S POTTRATZ FARMS LLC
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Being a customer-
member means a 
lot. This year it 
pays even more. 
It’s no secret that it pays to be a Northwest Farm Credit 
Services customer-member. This year patronage dividends 
total $165.2 million. Because when we do well, our customers 
benefit. That’s the Northwest Farm Credit difference.

800.743.2125 | northwestfcs.com

CLASS 8 TRUCKS
521 N. EASTERN RD. • SPOKANE, WA

(509) 534-9088 • class8trucks@aol.com

Marc B. Lange (509) 991-9088
Scott Lund (509) 995-5024
Jeff Miller (509) 599-9926

NOT JUST TRUCKS, 
TRAILERS TOO!

www.class8trucksales.com

This outfit’s been around more than a few 
years. Great-grandad sailed out of Denmark 

in the1890’s. Wheat and other grains and 
cattle through the years, but the 75 horses 
that used to power the farm are long gone. 

“We like these horses quite a bit better!” says 
young SP. This truck and a grain trailer should 

replace 2 or 3 single axle “old faithfuls.”

Thanks gentlemen!

We appreciate you all!

The Class 8 Crew

SP Jensen and his son, SP, with their friend  
Jay Winfrey (alias the truck /bank out driver).

DRY FERTILIZER EQUIPMENT
Nurse Boxes
Belt Loaders
Truck Spreaders
Hydraulic Drill Fills
C-200 Cleaners/Treaters
Brush Augers

509-535-3051
1404 N. Regal Spokane, WA

barberengineering.com
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WAWG AT WORKWL

D.F. MORDHORST LAND 
COMPANY LLC

DOLORES DAILEY
SHIRLEY DALING
DANAHER FARMS
BARBARA DANFORTH
DAVID CASPER RANCH INC
MARY LILLIAN DAVIS
DEEP CANYON RANCH
DEIFE INC
DIAMOND PLUS INC
DINGMAN FARMS
DK WHITE PROPERTIES
DON & NONA REINBOLD 

FAMILY LLC
DON KAGELE FARMS INC
DON MCHARGUE FARMS
DONALD E MORTON INC
DONALD G HARRIS 

TESTIMONIAL TRUST
DONEGAN FARMS
JULIE DONNELL
DONNELL FARMS
 -BILL DONNELL
 -LISA DONNELL
RANDALL DONOHUE
DOUBLE U RANCHES
DONNA J DOUGLASS
DOWLING BROS INC
DRY CREEK FARMS
EILEEN DUNN
DURHEIM LLC
DWYLA DONOHUE 

ENTERPRISES INC
MARJORIE DYCK
EDGAR L SMITH INC
EDNA ROSE CLOANINGER 

FARMS LLC
EDNA SKOGLUND LLC
ELIE GANGUET FARM
 -MARY F GANGUET
 -JUNE GANGUET MEINERS
 -DIANNE GANGUET RUGG
ELIZABETH JACKY REV. LIVING 

TRUST
VALERIE ELLIOTT
ELSCO INC
EM-BREN FARMS
RICHARD EMTMAN
DAVID  ENSOR
EUBANKS FARM
F&R INC
FAIRVIEW FARMS
FARMINGTON STATE BANK
KATHLEEN FARRENS
FELGENHAUER FARMS
 -AL ANDERBERG
 -SALLY BAIRD
CRAIG FEENAN
DORIS L FILAN
MAURICE FINK
FIVE-O LLC
CHARLENE FLANIGAN
FORNEY FARM LLC
FOSTER CREEK RANCH
NANCY FRANZ
MARGARET  FRANZ ROBINSON
FREDRICK A LITT FARM TRUST
MONA M FRERIKS
DONALD   FRICK
FRICKE FARMS
DAVE FULFS
FULLER FAMILY FARM LLC
G.W. GAUGER FARM
GANGUET FARMS LLC
GCA FARMS LLC
DEE LEE GIBSON
GLEN CARLTON FARMS INC
DIRK A GLESSNER
GOETZ FAMILY LLC
GOLDEN HILLS FARM
GOLDSWORTHY RANCH INC
DAVID B GORDON
GORMLEY FARMS
 -BENJAMIN BROWER
 -KATHLEEN G LOVELAND
GOSE FAMILY 1995 LIVING 

TRUST
GOSE FARMS GAR LLC
GRADWAHL FARMS
JOSEPH E GRANT
GRAY FARMS
CURTIS GREENWALT

GROGAN LAND COMPANY LLC
GROOT-NYGAARD FARM
GWINN ESTATE
GWINN FAMILY TRUST
H&D FARMS
H&E FAMILY ENTERPRISES
H&M FARMS LLC
RICHARD HAGWELL
HALF CIRCLE R ENTERPRISES 

LLC
REX H HARDER
JAMES HARRI
HARTLAND LLC
DAN HARWOOD
HAUGEN FARM TRUST
ROBERT L & MARJORIE 

HAWKINS
HEARTY ACRES INC
HEMINGWAY FARMS INC
JOHN HIGGINBOTHAM
HIGHLAND FARMS
HIT INC
HODGEN FAMILY TRUST
ROBERTA C HODGSON
PAMELA HOFER CUMMINGS
ED HOFFMAN
ANN HOFMANN
JEFF HOLDERBY
HOLLWEG FARMS LTD
PATRICIA A HOLZMEYER
HOMEPLACE INC
LOUIS J HOPKINS
HORAK-KERN LLC
GARY HOUSER
HUDLOW ENTERPRISES CO
SANDRA HUNTINGTON
GARY M HYDE
JIM IMESON
MARY K IRWIN
ISAAK LAND INC
J&J THERRELL FAMILY LLC
J AND S MYERS
J FRANCIS MUNNS FARMS INC
J PHILLEO FARM LLC
J SMITH FARMS
J.L.S. PARTNERSHIP
JACK DAVIS FAMILY LLC
JACKAROO LLC
JACKSON & CAHILL FAMILY 

FARMS
JACKSON ESTATE
MRS JOSEPH JAEGER
JOANNE G JAMES
JAMES BAILEY INC
JAMES C LYONS SR FARM
JAMISON MANAGEMENT ACCT
JANETT FARM
HELEN L JANSEN
LAURA JENSEN
JERRY HARDY FARMS
JERRY MALEY LIVESTOCK CO
JESERNIG BROTHERS
JNJ FARMS INC
JO & HD TRAVIS LIVING TR
JOE THOMAS FARMS
JOHN R. THOMSEN 

DAUGHTERS’ FARM LLC
CHARLOTTE J JOHNSON
ROBERT K JOHNSON
JAY JOHNSON
ERIC JOHNSON
BARBARA JOLLY
JON L OLSON
JORDAN FARMS
PETER A JOSS
FREDERICK JUNG
JUNIPER DUNES RANCH
JURIS FARMS INC
K D R RANCH
K-FARMS INC
CLARK KAGELE
KAPUTA
KAYSON’S PARTNERSHIP
KCL FARMS
F WAYNE KELLY
JIM KELLY
CATHERINE J KENNEDY
CHARLES KENO
LUCIELLE KENOYER
KEYSTONE FARMS LLC
KIBLER FARMING INC
DELLA KIESZ
LARRY KISON

KK 4 FARMS LLC
KLB FARMS 
ALLAN E KLEINBACH
KLETTKE FARM
KNODEL & SON FARMS
LAUREL  KOCH BEALE
RANDY KOLLER
FRANKLIN J KOTH
GREG KRAMER
KROM ACRES 1919 LLC
KRUGER FARMS LLC
KSL WOODSIDE FARMS
KUCHENBUCH FAMILY LLC
L&A FARMS INC
L&J BUCKLEY FAMILY 

FARMS LLC
L&K WALKER FAMILY LLC
LAMP BROS LLC
KURT LANDKAMMER
MILDRED B LANSING
LARGENT/ANDERSON FARM
LARRY & PHYLLIS THONNEY 

TRUST
LARRY H KRUGER INC
LAURITZEN FARM
STEVEN R LEDGERWOOD
MARY A LEHN
LIBERTY FIELDS LLC
LIGHTWOOD FAMILY TRUST
JIM LINSTRUM
SUSAN S LITTLE
LNK FARMS
LOGAN FARM
LONGS’ OAKESDALE FARM
WILLIAM F LOSKOT
ROBERT J LOTHSPEICH
GLENN LUDEMAN
LYBECKER FARMS INC
MATT LYONS JR
M&L MURPHY FARMS INC
JOYCELYN MADDEN
BILL MALEY
MALLOY FARM PARTNERSHIP
MALONE FARMS
LYLE MANN
MANN FARM
MAPLE K ENTERPRISES LLC
MARCUSEN LAND LLC
MARGARET A JONES TRUST
EDWARD MARING
MARTIN FARMS INC
MATT LYONS FARMS
MARY MCCORMACK
ELAINE B MCDANIEL
MARJATTA MCGOURIN
TIM MCKAY
L A MCKAY
JANICE MCKAY
MCKINLEY FARMS
GEOFFREY W MILLS
MAC MILLS
GREG MILLS
MILLSTREAM FARMS
MOCKONEMA PARTNERSHIP
MARY MOLDENHAUER
MONNETTE FARM LLC
PHILIP E  MOORE JR
MORDHORST FAMILY 

PROPERTIES LLC
MOYER & MOYER LLC
DAVID NAUDITT
NEACE FARMS
JAMES NEFF
NEFF RANCH LTD
NIEHENKE FAMILY LLC
NSINC INC
OLIN FARMS JV
DAVE OLSON
RICH OLSON
OSCAR OLSON
JOAN MARY ORTH
MARY OSBORN
OSCAR KUEST FARM
OSTHELLER FARMS INC
P&P FARMS
ROBIN PARRY
PATTERSON FARM LLC
PAUL GLASCO FARMS LLC
KATHLEEN PAYNE
JOEL PENFOLD
DAVID W PETERSCHICK
DEBORAH L PETERSON
LYNN PITTMAN

HOWARD PLATTER
JUDITH K POLENSKE
PORTER FARM
PRATT REVOCABLE TRUST
PRATT-CLIZER FARMS LLC
PRESCOTT PLACE LLC
TRAVIS PREWITT
CECELIA J QUIRK
JOHN QUIRK
R&B MEINERS TRUST
R&D FARMS INC
R-SIX FARMS LLC
RICHARD J RAMM
CHRIS E RAMSEY
RAN-GAR FARMS
RAY STORY FARMS INC
RED GOOSE INC
KERRY D REESE
JACKIE K REID
RICH REMINGTON
BECKY RETTKOWSKI
GALE RETTKOWSKI
RF KIBLER FARM LLC
LILA RHODES
EDWARD A RING 
RING FARM
ROSELLEN RING-EASTON
JIM RINGWOOD
RITCHIE RANCH LLC
RITZVILLE MOTOR CO
ROBERTS DAUGHTERS LLC
ROCK COULEE RANCH INC
ROCKY RIDGE FARMS LLC
ROLLING HILLS FARMS INC
JUNE M ROLOFF
ROSALIA FARMS LLC
ROSENOFF HOMESTEAD LLC
ROSMAN ENTERPRISES INC
ROSS RANCH
DR STEPHEN A RUARK
RUARK CENTURY FARM INC
RUBARB LLC
RUDOLF FARM LLC
TOM  RUX
RUX FARM INC
S&B FARM
SAF KFI LLC
GALE E SALO
SANDRA CADIEU TRUST
SAR LLC
MARY SCHILLING
SCHLOMER FAMILY FARMS
DOLLIE SCHMIDT
CHARLES J SCHMIDT
DALE SCHMIDT
SCHMIDT FARMS
HOWARD SCHNEIDER
SCHORZMAN L&M
KAREN D SCHULTHEIS
SCHULTHEIS/DOUGLAS LLC
THOMAS SCHULTZ
JOHN F SCHULTZ
SCHUSTER FARMS LLC
DEL SCHWISOW
BARB SCHWISOW
SCOTT FARM
SCOTT RANCHES INC
SEAL SPRINGS ESTATE
SENKLER FARMS
JERRY SHELLER
SHEPHERD FARMS INC
SHILLING & SHILLING INC
MARY C SIEG
RAYMOND SIEVERKROPP
ORVILLE E SIMONS
SIMONSON FARMS INC
DAVID E SIMPSON
THOMAS A SIMPSON
SLACK FAMILY TRUST
SLEEPING LION FARMS
JEFF SMICK
STEVE SMITH
LEA  SMITH
CORALIE F SMITH
JANNIS SNOOK
SODORFF FARMS INC
JO ELLEN SOLMONSON
SORGHUM HOLLOW RANCH
SORGHUM HOLLOW SMITH 

RANCH
SPEAR J RANCH
JAINE SPRINGER
SPRINGER FARMS LLC

DONNA ST JOHN
SHIRLEY  STAIB
WYNN STALLCOP
PATRICIA STARTUP
ALAN STEIGER
MARILYN STELZER OTTWELL
JOANNE STEWART
STEWART FARMS LLC
STOLP FARMS
STONE FARMS JV
STONECIPHER & SONS INC
STONECIPHER FARMS LLC
JOHN F STRATTON
AL STROHMAIER
TOM STRYCULA
RICHARD P STUCKY
ERIC STUCKY
SWITZLER CANYON RANCH
SUSAN TALBOTT
TATE FAMILY CORP
KATHERINE TEEL
TEEL FARMS
BARB TETRICK
THE SNOW PLACE
TIMMLAND INC
TLC RANCH
JOHN KENNETH TOLONEN
GORDON TOMASKE
MARY GRANT TOMPKINS
RONALD W TOMPKINS
MORAN TOMPKINS
TOMPKINS FAMILY FARM LLC
TOUCHET RIVER LAND & 

LIFESTOCK
TRIPLE D CENTENNIAL 

FARMS LLC
RICHARD J UHRICH
HOWARD ULRICH
DONNA R  UNDEBERG
V H ROGER FARMS
VAN GINNEKEN AGRICULTURE 

LLC
VAN LEUVEN FARMS LLC
VERNICE & HENRY MEINERS 

TRUST
VIVIAN ZAGELOW LIVING 

TRUST
ROD VON LEHE
AUDREY WAGNER
WAHL FARMS INC
WALKLEY HEIRS AGENCY
WALLI FARMS INC
WARWICK FARM LTD 

PARTNERSHIP
WATSON FARMS INC
 GREGORY G WEBER
WEBER RIDGE FARMS INC
DENNY WEITKAMP
WEIZL-LENHART FARM
ROGER WESSELMAN
WHEAT FARMING
KEVIN WHITEHALL
WHITEHALL FARMS INC
WHITMAN GROUP LLC
WILBUR WASHINGTON FARM
FRED J WILCOX
WILKERSON RANCHES
CRAIG WILLSON
WILLU INC
WINDSWEPT FARMS INC
WINDY ACRES FARM INC
WM D & LINDA H 

STONECIPHER FARM
JASPER  WOMACH
JILL WOODWARD
ERIC WYBORNEY
WYLIE FARMS LLC
LOREN D YOCKEY
JAMES YONKO
GARY PAUL ZAGELOW
ZAGELOW FARM TRUST
ZEIMANTZ FAMILY LLC

LIFETIME
KAREN ALLYN
ERIC ANDERSON
PAMELA AUSMAN
CLIFFORD V BARBRE
BEN BARSTOW
BRIAN BAUMANN
KENNETH   BEALE
DAN BLANKENSHIP
BRETT BLANKENSHIP

MARILYN BURG
DENNIE L BYRAM
BRIAN   COCHRANE
SETH COFFMAN
BRIAN & CONNY CROW
PAUL  DASHIELL
TIM W DONEEN
EDWARD  ENSOR
MARIE FERYN
JON D FINK
THOMAS FRICK
LARRY GADY
MARILYN V GEARHART
CHRISTOPHER GERING
GAYLE GERING
JEFF HALL
DAVID HARLOW
MARYANN HARLOW
SUSAN HEGNEY
CHRIS  HERRON
MIMI HERRON
BRIAN   HOMBERG
GAYE VERREE HUNT
PHILIP ISAAK
RON JIRAVA
HAL R JOHNSON
NANCY JOY JOHNSON
JOHANNA JOHNSON-ELLIS
TOM JURIS
RICHARD JURIS
J P KENT
RANDY KIESZ
BRIAN KIESZ
WAYNE & LOIS KLINDWORTH
TERRY KRUPKE
MIKE KUEST
KARL KUPERS
GEORGIE LEINWEBER
MICHAEL MAHN
KATHRYN MAHONY
ALEX MCLEAN
TOM MCPHERSON
BERNICE MELCHER
MATT MILLER
GRANT MILLER
JAMES & ANN MOORE
CASEY NONNEMACHER
NORMA PAGE
MRS SUE PALMER
SARAH LESLEY PALMER
SYDNEY LAUREN PALMER
LES PETERSON
PHIL R DRUFFEL INC
JOANN C POWELL
CAROL ANN QUIGG
DALE QUIGG
MARK & KATHLEEN RICHTER
A JOSEPH & CANDI MOORE 

ROACH
JACK H ROBERTS  
JERRY SCHAFER
DEREK SCHAFER
JEFF SCHIBEL
MARK SCHOESLER
GINGER SCHOESLER
A. LANI SCHORZMAN
DAVID W & JENAE SHEFFELS
CATHY L SHEFFELS
JERALD SHEFFELS
MARK M SHEFFELS
JACK M SILZEL
J R  SIMPLOT
SULPHUR VIEW INC
GREGORY J SMITH
STACEY SMITH
TRAVEN SMITH
JAMES SWANNACK
JAMES R WALESBY
JAMES E WALTERS
DOUG WELLSANDT
JAMES WHITE
JARED J WOLLWEBER
ROBERT D. ZORB
THOMAS G ZWAINZ

PARTNERSHIP
A&J REPP FARMS INC
 -DEANE N MUNGER
 -JEAN REPP
 -MAUREEN J SABOURIN
ADAMS FARM PARTNERSHIP
 -BEN & JENNY ADAMS
 -JOYCE ADAMS

 -MORGAN ADAMS
 -MARY L DUNKIN
BROUGHTON LAND CO 

-JAY BROUGHTON
 -DANIEL B MCKINLEY
D.W. CORNWALL FARMS INC
DIAMOND J FARMS INC
 -ANDY JURIS
 -RONALD JURIS
EDWARDS FAMILY LLC 

-BILL EDWARDS
 -JOHN EDWARDS
 -MIKE EDWARDS
 -RICHARD EDWARDS
ELDEN FELGENHAUER 

FARMS LLC
 -ELVERA FELGENHAUER
 -KURT FELGENHAUER
 -MARK FELGENHAUER
 -NEIL FELGENHAUER
 -PHIL FELGENHAUER
GLADE CREEK RANCH
 -CODY J NICHOLS
 -MICHAEL K & CLAUDIA 

NICHOLS
GUSKE FAMILY LLC
GUST FARMS INC
H4 FARMS PARTNERSHIP 

-WILLIAM HARDER JR
 -WM. GEO & VIVIAN HARDER
HILLER FARMS LLC 

-BARBARA CARLTON
 -LINDA HILLER
 -JIM HILLER
 -JOHN HILLER
JAMES L & VICTORIA KNAPP
L.G. BLAIR FARMS INC
 -LYNN & KAREN BLAIR 

-CONNIE L SMITH
 -MATTHEW B SMITH
 -SHELBY L SMITH
LASATER BBG INC
 -BRIDGET BLOM
 -BRITT GREEN
 -LIZ JARVIS
 -POLLY JOFIFEK
 -GAIL SILVA
M & L CARSTENSEN FARMS
NOLIN HILLS LLC  
REH CO
 -BRIAN   HART
 -ERIC HART
 -GREG & JULIE HART
RICHARD DRUFFEL & SONS
RIDGELINE FARMS
 -BEN TURNER
 -BROCK WALTERS
 -DOUGLAS & GAIL WALTERS
RIFLE RIDGE JV
 -ERIC COCHRAN
 -HAROLD, VALERIE & ERIC 

COCHRAN
S&B FARMS INC
S LIGHTNING FARMS
S&C RANCHING
SAC ENTERPRISES INC
SCHORZMAN FARMS JV
 -BRIAN SCHORZMAN 

-LANI & MARY SCHORZMAN 
SCHORZMAN AG INC 
TANNEBERG & SON JV
THE BERG PARTNERSHIP
 -FRANK BERG
 -MATT BERG
 -NICOLE BERG
 -STEVE BERG
TOMPKINS BROTHERS 

-BRAD TOMPKINS
 -BRENT TOMPKINS
WAINSCOTT BROTHERS
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POLICY MATTERS
By Diana Carlen
WAWG Lobbyist

We are on the home stretch of this year’s 60-day session. 
Legislators continue to work long hours to meet the final 
deadline of March 10, when the session adjourns (budgets 
were still moving through the legislative process as of 
Wheat Life’s printing deadline). 

Senate’s proposed supplemental capital budget
The Senate’s proposed supplemental capital budget 

spends $94.8 million in available bond capacity, $561.6 
million in ARPA State Fiscal Recovery Funds balance 
and $290.3 million for the initial available Infrastructure 
Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) grants. 

Of particular interest to the agricultural community, 
the proposed budget includes $3 million for the Voluntary 
Stewardship Program (VSP) and $2 million for the 
Farmland Protection and Land Access Program, which 
provides farmland conservation easements to protect 
farms from development and make them more affordable 
to underserved and first-time farmers and ranchers. The 
budget also includes funds intended to address supply 
chain challenges and the inflammatory cost of materials.

House’s proposed supplemental capital budget
The House proposal also makes sizeable investments in 

housing and homelessness, water, education and behav-
ioral health. The budget is comprised of $77.4 million in 
bonding capacity and $1.42 billion from a variety of other 
fund sources, including $263.8 million from the IIJA. 
Notable highlights include: 

•  $2 million for the Farmland Protection and Land 
Access Program to reduce the conversion of high pri-
ority agricultural land at risk of development and to 
increase farmland access by historically underserved 
producers.

•  $9 million shifted from the 2021-23 operating budget 
to the capital budget to facilitate the water banking 
pilot program.

• $17 million for projects related to salmon recovery.

Democrats release supplemental operating 
budget proposals

On Feb. 21, the House and Senate each released their 
respective supplemental operating budgets. The current 

biennial operating budget spends $59.1 billion. The Senate 
supplemental proposal increases the budget to $63.7 bil-
lion, while the House supplemental proposal increases the 
budget to $65 billion. Neither budget proposal raise taxes, 
but neither offers any significant tax relief either.

The Senate and House supplemental operating budgets 
were passed out of their respective fiscal committees on 
Feb. 23. The amended budgets include a couple of key 
changes that were welcomed by agriculture. Specifically, 
both the Senate and House removed the $709,000 ap-
propriation to the Department of Ecology to complete 
a comprehensive review of the water resource manage-
ment statutes. Additionally, the Senate Ways and Means 
Committee amended the budget to include a new $500,000 
appropriation to the Washington State Commission on 
Pesticide Registration for research to develop alternatives 
for growers currently using organophosphate pesticides. 

The House also included a new appropriation of $6 mil-
lion for the VSP.

House committee passes transportation package
The Move Ahead Washington transportation package 

continues to move forward, although one of the most 
controversial parts of the legislation, a $.06 per gallon tax 
on exported fuel, may be on the chopping block. Rep. Jake 
Fey (D-Tacoma), one of the co-sponsors of the bill, has said 
he is reconsidering his support for the tax after it came 
under heavy fire from Republican lawmakers and neigh-
boring states. There were also concerns the proposed tax 
violated the federal Commerce Clause.

The Idaho House of Representatives unanimously 
adopted a resolution in opposition to the fuel export tax. 
Gov. Kate Brown of Oregon published an op-ed in the 
Seattle Times asking lawmakers to “put the idea of a fuel 
tax back on the shelf.” In addition, two bills were intro-
duced in Alaska in retaliation to Washington’s fuel export 
tax proposal.

Energy code legislation passes cut-off 
One of the last remaining pieces of Gov. Inslee’s policy 

priorities to decarbonize the building sector continues to 
move forward. House Bill 1770, sponsored by Rep. Davina 
Duerr (D-Bothell), proposed a “net-zero ready” require-
ment for all new construction beginning in 2034. This 
means each project must reduce energy use by 80 percent; 
use all-electric equipment and appliances; implement 

Legislature heads into home stretch of session
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CALL (509) 994-2133
NORTH PINE AG EQUIPMENT, INC.
cschmidt@att.net      E. 2110 Babb Road, Rosalia WA

Available for John Deere S Series
and Case IH 20, 30, 40 & 50 Series.

Early Order Program in effect!
Financing Available!
The Actual Unit will be on display at our booths 
at the Spokane Ag Expo & the Pacific NW Direct 
Seed Conference.

WEED CONTROL
BEGINS AT HARVEST
seed control unit (scu)
Absolutely Ideal for Grass Seed 
and Cereal Grain Producers.

The Redekop Seed Control Unit provides John Deere 
and Case IH combines with a flexible and cost-efficient 
solution to destroy 98% of the harvestable weeds in a 
single pass operation. Fully integrated into the residue 
management, drive and display systems, its optimized 
design is easy and safe to use, with low power 
requirements and running costs, and excellent residue 
distribution over the whole cutting width.

In markets where weed resistance is an issue, the 
Redekop Seed Control Unit (SCU) gives farmers a 
flexible and cost-efficient tool to control weeds in their 
farming operation without the use of chemicals or 
tillage.

This SCU solution does not only deliver economic 
benefits by controlling weeds, but also pro-vides the 
following important environmental, ease-of-use and 
work safety benefits:

• Destroys greater than 98% of harvestable 
weeds and volunteer grain.

• Integrated into the combine for single 
pass operations.

• By mechanically killing the weed seeds 
and volunteer grain, the SCU helps reduce 
chemical usage.

• Provides a solution to controlling weeds that are 
resistant to chemicals.

• Can be easily switched off in field when not needed 
to increase harvest productivity (saves up to 35hp).

• Drive system allows power redistribution to 
chopper and SCU as needed to cover tough spots 
in the field.

• Ensures that both straw and chaff are evenly 
distributed over the entire cutting width.

• Reversible mills double lifetime and reduce 
operating costs.

• Easy and safe access to the combine for 
maintenance and adjustments.

• Electric actuators move chopper and SCU into safe 
transport position.

• Leverages the existing display for controlling, 
leaving the cab uncluttered 
and the visibility unrestricted.
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Fertilizer prices spike ahead of spring planting season
Nitrogen fertilizers are a key component in the 
production of field crops. Fertilizer constitutes an 
average of 36 percent of a farmer’s operating costs 
for corn, 35 percent for wheat and 30 percent for 
sorghum, according to estimates in U.S. Department 
of Agriculture’s Economic Research Service’s (ERS) 
2020 Commodity Costs and Returns data product, 
published in October 2021. Given the importance of 
applying fertilizer to meet yield goals for most field 
crops, a rapid escalation in fertilizer prices affects a wide 
variety of farming activities and decisions. Data for Iowa 
production costs—used as a proxy for U.S. expenses 
because of Iowa’s central location and its importance 
in field crop production—indicate a steady decline in 
fertilizer prices from 2013 through 2017 before gradually 
rising through 2019. In late 2021, fertilizer prices began 
to spike alongside rising prices of natural gas—a primary 
input in nitrogen fertilizer production. By December 
2021, average monthly spot prices of natural gas at the 
Henry Hub distribution hub in Louisiana, as published 
by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, were 45 
percent higher than in December 2020. U.S. farmers use 
three primary forms of nitrogen fertilizer: anhydrous 
ammonia, urea and liquid nitrogen. ERS estimates an 
annual price increase of 235 percent for anhydrous 
ammonia, 149 percent for urea and 192 percent for liquid 
nitrogen (32 percent) as of December 2021. This chart is 
drawn from ERS’ January 2022 Feed Grains Outlook.

POLICY MATTERSWL

electrical panel capacity and wiring for solar panels; and 
incorporate electric vehicle charging and battery storage. 
Additionally, the bill would allow local jurisdictions to 
adopt a new statewide “reach code” for residential con-
struction, which cities, towns and counties are currently 
preempted from doing. 

The Senate Environment, Energy and Technology 
Committee significantly pared down the bill as it passed 
out of committee. The amended bill removed the “net-zero 
ready” requirement, instead focusing solely on the bill’s 
reach code provisions. The narrowed scope of the bill was 
done to skip being referred to the fiscal committee, leav-
ing some critics worried that prior requirements may be 
added back into the bill during floor debate. 

Net ecological gain bill continues to move
On Feb. 24, Engrossed 2nd Substitute House Bill 1117 

passed out of the Senate Housing and Local Government 
Committee. The bill, sponsored by Rep. Debra Lekanoff 
(D-Bow), has been viewed as a partial revival of the 
governor’s riparian buffer bill. The bill would integrate 
salmon recovery planning into local comprehensive plans 
under the Growth Management Act. Under the proposal, 
public projects would be required to achieve net ecological 
gain, a term that remains undefined in the legislation. Net 
ecological gain would, however, impose a stricter standard 
than the current no-net loss obligation. 

During executive session, the Senate Housing and 
Local Government Committee adopted Sen. Liz Lovelett’s 
(D-Anacortes) amendment requiring compensatory miti-
gation apply to all facilities and limiting the net ecological 
gain language to Western Washington. Ag groups con-
tinue to have concerns with whether or not this legislation 
will impact voluntary programs, such as the VSP, and the 
broad discretion that is given to the Department of Fish 
and Wildlife to define “net ecological gain.” 

Ergonomics regulation makes cut-off
This session, the legislature is faced with legislation that 

repeals the prohibition on regulating ergonomics enacted 
by the voters in 2003. Under House Bill 1837, the state 
would now be able to regulate work-related musculoskel-
etal disorders and ergonomics. 

The bill has remained a contentious issue this session, 
facing a nine-hour House floor debate (lasting all night) 
that ended in a narrow 50-48 passage. The bill has received 
strong opposition from numerous business organizations, 
including agriculture, construction and building organiza-
tions. The bill passed out of the Senate Labor, Commerce 
and Tribal Affairs Committee on a party-line vote. As 
amended in committee, the Department of Labor and 
Industries (L&I) is only authorized to develop ergonomics 
rules for one industry per year until 2027. The first indus-
try that L&I may consider rules for is janitorial services.  
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FARM & HOME SUPPLY
Pomeroy, WA – 509-843-3395

MORROW COUNTY GRAIN GROWERS
Lexington, OR – 800-452-7396

CENTRAL MACHINERY SALES
Moses Lake, WA – 509-765-1257

CENTRAL MACHINERY SALES
Sunnyside, WA – 509-837-3833

ST. JOHN HARDWARE & IMPLEMENT
Fairfield, WA – 509-283-2111

CENTRAL MACHINERY SALES
Pasco, WA – 509-547-8920

WALTER IMPLEMENT, INC.
Odessa, WA – 509-982-2644

FARM EQUIPMENT HEADQUARTERS
Pendleton, OR – 541-276-6222

MORROW COUNTY GRAIN GROWERS
Wasco, OR – 800-824-7185

VISIT ONE OF THESE GREAT PLAINS DEALERS OR GET MORE INFORMATION AT: www.GreatPlainsAg.com

VERTICAL TILLAGE TOOLS

HEAVY-DUTY NO-TILL DRILLS

CONVENTIONAL TILLAGE TOOLS

FULL LINE OF PLANTERS FINISHING TOOLS COVER CROP TOOLS

©Great Plains Mfg., Inc. 2237-GPM

5'-10' COMPACT DRILLS

Introducing the new BD7600 Series Box Drills – 
with legendary durability and performance.
• NEW feeder cups allow large seed, small seeds, and fertilizer 

to be metered through the main seed box
• NEW box design and structure demonstrate superior 

durability and fl exibility
• Disc blades are offset with alternating leading edges
• Optional hydraulic drive reduces maintenance and simplifi es 

operation

HYBRID TILLAGE TOOLS
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How loess, a bit of luck shaped Eastern Washington landscape
By Callie Ogborn
Content Coordinator, KR Creative Strategies

If you’ve been living in the Northwest long enough, you have probably 
heard the Ice Age Floods story—2,000-foot-deep Glacial Lake Missoula 
drained catastrophically into Idaho, Washington and Oregon, perma-
nently scarring the landscape and wreaking havoc for eons. More than 
15,000 years have passed since these monstrous events, but the evidence 
is still all around us, as shown in Washington’s bountiful wheat crop and 
the incredible soil that makes it possible.

The proof is in the dust! You’ve seen it, right? This superfine, silty, 
windblown sediment is called loess (don’t try to pronounce it because 
even geologists can’t agree.) Loess is the Goldilocks of soils, with perfect-
sized particles for growing crops. It is hundreds of layers thick in the 
Palouse Hills. Washington’s plentiful agriculture is the result of millions 
of years of geology, a little bit of luck and just the right soil for the job.

How did this loess sediment end up blanketing Eastern Washington? 
For the answer, let’s go back 100,000 years to the Pleistocene epoch, when enormous, continent-sized sheets of ice covered 
most of the northern U.S. The crushing weight of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet ground the bedrock into silty glacial flour and 
left it behind. This happened over and over for millennia, until one day...catastrophe struck.

At the end of the last Ice Age, several massive glacial lakes existed in America. Glacial Lake Missoula (above) sat in the 
Bitterroot Valley in Montana as the Clark Fork River backed up against a dam of ice formed by the Purcell Trench lobe of 
the ice sheet. Eventually, the ice dam broke open, sending thousands of tons of water, trees, rock and debris flowing across 

the landscape at speeds of up to 70 miles per hour. The first flood was 
the biggest, carving the Grand Coulee and the Columbia River Gorge. 
Geologists use core samples from the Astoria Fan in the Pacific Ocean 
to estimate that the ice dam failed, refroze and failed more than 80 
times. All that water and glacial silt had to go somewhere.

The cataclysmic aftermath of the floods scoured away the topsoil 
down to the basalt bedrock, carving the Channeled Scablands—literal 
scars on the Earth (left). Water pooled into deep channels and gullies, 
with the silty, glacial sludge settling on the bottom. Over the next few 
thousand years, the planet warmed, evaporating the lakes and leaving 
behind the dusty, fertile loess.

But wait. According to the map, the Palouse didn’t even experience 
the floods! That’s correct. It’s the reason why southeast Washington is 
such an agricultural powerhouse today with all its wineries and wheat 
fields. Because the floods didn’t scour the topsoil away, the soil in the 
Palouse is 250 feet thick in some places. Instead, the powerful winds 
from the Cascades whipped the dry, fertile loess deposits into dunes, 
creating the rolling hills we see today.  

Washington Wheat Foundation Meetings are scheduled for  
June 5 and Oct. 3, 2022, at the Wheat Foundation Building in 
Ritzville, Wash.

Create a lasting legacy and remember the Washington Wheat 
Foundation in your estate planning. Visit wawheat.org.

Let’s Talk About Loess 
 

If you’ve been living in the Northwest long enough, you have probably heard the Ice Age Floods 
story; 2000-foot-deep Glacial Lake Missoula drained catastrophically into Idaho, Washington, and 
Oregon, permanently scarring the landscape and wreaking havoc for eons. More than 15,000 
years have passed since these monstrous events, but the evidence is still all around us, as shown 
in Washington’s bountiful wheat crop and the incredible soil that makes it possible. 
 
The proof is in the dust! You’ve seen it, right? This superfine, silty, windblown sediment is called 
loess. (Don’t try to pronounce it because even geologists can’t agree.) Loess is the Goldilocks of 
soils, with perfect-sized particles for growing crops. It is hundreds of layers thick in the Palouse 

Hills, helping the southeast corner of the state 
produce more wheat than the rest combined. 
Washington’s plentiful agriculture is the result of 
millions of years of geology, a little bit of luck, and 
just the right soil for the job. 
 
How did this loess sediment end up blanketing 
Eastern Washington? For the answer, let’s go back 
100,000 years to the Pleistocene epoch, when 
enormous, continent-sized sheets of ice covered 
most of the northern United States. The crushing 
weight of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet (left) ground the 
bedrock into silty glacial flour and left it behind. This 
happened over and over for millennia, until one 
day… catastrophe struck. 
 

At the end of the last Ice Age, several massive 
glacial lakes existed in America. Glacial Lake 
Missoula (right) sat in the Bitterroot Valley in 
Montana as the Clark Fork River backed up against 
a dam of ice, formed by the Purcell Trench lobe of 
the ice sheet. As the lake grew, eventually the ice 
dam broke open, sending thousands of tons of 
water, trees, rock, and debris flowing across the 
landscape at highway speeds of up to 70 cubic 
miles per hour. The first flood was the biggest, 
carving the Grand Coulee and the Columbia River 
Gorge. Geologists use core samples taken from the 
Astoria Fan in the Pacific Ocean to estimate that 
the ice dam failed, refroze, and failed repeatedly 
more than 80 times. All that water and glacial silt 
had to go somewhere. 
 

The cataclysmic aftermath of the floods scoured 
away the topsoil down to the basalt bedrock, 
carving the Channeled Scablands—literal scars 
on the Earth (left). Water pooled into deep 
channels and gullies, with the silty glacial sludge 
settling on the bottom. Over the next few thousand 
years, the planet warmed, evaporating the lakes 
and leaving behind the dusty, fertile loess—layer 
upon layer of amazing soil for growing wheat. 
 
But wait… according to the map, the Palouse 
didn’t even experience the floods! That’s correct. 
It’s the reason why southeast Washington is such 
an agricultural powerhouse today with all its 
wineries and wheat fields. 
 
Simply because the floods didn’t scour the topsoil 

away, the soil in the Palouse is 250 feet thick in some places. Instead, the powerful winds from 
the Cascades whipped the dry, fertile loess deposits into dunes, creating the rolling hills we see 
today. Silty soil like loess is highly desired for agriculture, as it contains important minerals and 
prevents water erosion. It’s the Goldilocks soil, with just the right-sized particles for retaining 
moisture and stabilizing roots. 
 
For most people who aren’t farmers, dirt is just, well, dirt. We don’t put much thought into why 
crops grow well in certain places, and we definitely don’t focus on the soil as the reason. In 
Eastern Washington, however, we should think about our soil and how it got here. We should 
explore our geology and history to help us learn how to grow better wheat. But just think… how 
lucky we are to have this geologic masterpiece right in our backyard, growing some of the highest 
quality wheat in the world! 
 
SOURCES: 
Diagram of wind blown glacial silt into the palouse 
Field Guide to Loess Deposits 
Palouse soil series 
Loess Role in Ag 
Nick on the Rocks: Goldilocks Palouse 
Soil: from dirt to lifeline, Fred Kirschenmann at TEDx 
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Order Now.
Limited Availability for Summer 2022 Delivery.

www.spraycenter.com

Available in trailing and leading models, the 8000 Series

Air SeederTM lineup is appropriately sized for today’s progressive 

mid-sized farms.  The simple-to-use 8000 Series Air SeederTM

offers outstanding features such as the KNEXTM Integral Tank 

System.  8000 Series Air SeedersTM continue Bourgault’s 

legacy as the air seeder leader in the industry!

8000
Series Air Seeders

Trailing & Leading

3330SE & 3335QDA
ParaLink Hoe DrillsTM

Breaking Barriers 
with Each Generation

Bourgault is proud to introduce the 3rd generation 

of the highly successful ParaLink Hoe DrillTM.  Three 

ParaLinkTM openers (3335QDA) and an expanded 

range of options ensure that there is a PHDTM

model suited for your seeding requirements!

PURSUING PERFECTION
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FEATUREWL

By Trista Crossley
Editor, Wheat Life

At December’s 2021 Tri-State Grain Growers Convention, 
two break-out sessions tried to clear the air concerning 
carbon markets. Shelby Swain Myers, an economist from 
the American Farm Bureau, looked at the developing 
national carbon market programs (see page 
30), while Chad Kruger, director at 
the Washington State University 
(WSU) Center for Sustaining 
Agriculture and Natural 
Resources, talked about why 
he’s skeptical that agricultural 
carbon offset markets will be 
sustainable over the long term.

In a follow-up conversation, Kruger 
explained the issue, as he sees it, is with 
carbon offset credits in a regulatory system 
where the credits are based on soil carbon sequestration. 
The concept of a carbon marketplace first grew out of 
the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, an agreement that extend-
ed an earlier international treaty by state parties 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The idea 
was that emitters could potentially purchase 
“offsets” to meet their emissions targets, 
those offsets coming from other emitters 
who had directly reduced emissions or from 
third parties—like farmers—who agreed to 
sequester carbon in exchange for a payment.

“The idea was that with more research 
and better instruments, we would figure out 
how to answer the question of exactly how 
much soil carbon a farmer can sequester 
with precision. I think that may have been a 
little bit of wishful thinking,” Kruger said. 
“I think that the marketplace, which is really 
about contracts, was assuming that we would 
be able to treat soil carbon the same way you 
could treat a regulated smokestack or tailpipe. For a 
smokestack, you could calculate exactly how many tons 
of CO2 equivalent for every ton of coal or oil you burned. 
I think we know a lot more about soil carbon now than 
we did 20, 25 years ago in terms of what the options are 
for increasing soil carbon, how to do it, how to potentially 
measure it in different ways, and even how to predict it 
within a range. But soils are a dynamic system, and it’s 

just not as conducive to a contracting type of world as 
smokestacks and tailpipes are.”

Kruger believes that any program for measuring and 
quantifying soil carbon is going to have to accept a little 
less precision because of the dynamics of the system, 

and that can be a turn-off for some. While the carbon 
marketplace is currently centered on voluntary 

actions that can tolerate that variability, 
he explained that as the regulatory 

side starts ratcheting down on 
emitters, those emitters are likely 

going to desire a higher and 
higher quality of carbon to 
ensure that they are meeting 
their regulatory compliance. 
“Quality” may simply be 
a valuation consideration, 
where severe price discounts 

are levied against soil carbon 
as assurance that targets are 

actually met.
In fact, Kruger thinks the mo-

ment emitters come under regu-
lations that say they “must” offset 

their emissions and compliance liability 
increases, they’ll go looking for different 

ways to meet their emissions reductions targets 
other than soil carbon; however, the potential for 

soil carbon sequestration is too big to discount.
“The potential for soil carbon sequestration across 

the landscapes of the globe is a big number. It’s not 
very big per acre, but when you start aggregating 
hundreds of millions of acres, it’s huge. There is 
no comprehensive solution to the global carbon 

balance problem that doesn’t include increas-
ing soil carbon sequestration,” Kruger explained. 

“I just think that it’s going to be very difficult to 
sustain an offset credit strategy over the long run as 

regulatory systems mature.”
One of the problems that needs to be solved is the 

measurement and verification of soil carbon—how does a 
farmer forecast what they will potentially sequester, and 
how does a farmer prove what they’ve actually seques-
tered? Kruger thinks Pacific Northwest researchers have 
gotten pretty good at the estimating capabilities— par-
ticularly in the dryland grain systems closest to the major 

Coolish on carbon
ARE AGRICULTURAL CARBON OFFSET MARKETS SUSTAINABLE OVER THE LONG TERM?
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FEATUREWL

land-grant universities. 
“Once you break out of that area, you see a pretty steep 

decline in the breadth and depth of our understanding 
of how to estimate soil carbon sequestration across the 
region and production systems,” he explained. The univer-
sities have been working to fill these gaps. For instance, a 
soil scientist was recently hired in Mount Vernon to study 
soil health and carbon dynamics in annual and perennial 
cropping systems in the northwest part of the state.

Another issue with estimating the amount of soil carbon 
sequestration is that when a change is made to the soil, 
such as moving to a no-till system, there can be a fairly 
big, fast response that slows over time. Even so, it takes 
many years to see significant changes in soil carbon levels. 
One challenge with this is single point-in-space/time stud-
ies or sampling strategies don’t necessarily produce a com-
prehensive or accurate picture of soil carbon dynamics, 
and the results don’t always track with the “phenomenon” 
that a farmer may experience after making a management 
change. 

In his convention session, Kruger used a bathtub anal-
ogy to explain that farmers need to make sure they’ve 
plugged the drain to stop losing carbon before they start 
trying to increase what’s coming into the bathtub. At some 
point, farmers will hit an equilibrium where inputs and 
outputs balance each other. Although Eastern Washington 
farmers have already made big strides towards reaching 
that equilibrium through changing tillage methods and, 
especially, stopping soil erosion, after more than a century 
of farming, there are very few cultivated soils that are 
anywhere close to what they were precultivation.

“If it took us 100 years to lose half the water that was in 
the bathtub, maybe it will take us 100 years to turn that 
around. Maybe we can speed it up a little bit, but I think 
we need to be practically realistic that it took us a long 
time to get where we are at. It’s probably going to take a 
long time to go the other way, and we don’t really know 
whether we can reach, or even exceed, precultivation lev-
els of soil carbon,” he said.

While carbon tends to get the spotlight, farmers might 
find greater immediate value in focusing on other green-
house gases, like nitrous oxide. Kruger said in studies 
looking at reducing nitrous oxide emissions, researchers 
have found that the potential amount of money a farmer 
could save by not over-applying nitrogen was “an order 
of magnitude” more valuable than the potential carbon 
credit value. 

“I see that as, really, let’s not get so fixated on carbon 
offset credits in a marketplace. Maybe there will be some 
opportunities there, but likely, there’s going to be more 
opportunities or more ways that we could value and 

monetize some of these sustainable practices,” he ex-
plained. “I think farmers can and will get compensated for 
carbon sequestration. It just may come through a broader 
array of mechanisms that are more tolerant of the inher-
ent variability of soil carbon than offsets in a regulatory 
marketplace.”

People often equate carbon sequestration with soil 
health, but Kruger says they aren’t the same thing. 
Generally speaking, when a farmer improves soil health, 
they see an increase in soil carbon sequestration, but soil 
carbon isn’t the only indicator—and may not even be the 
best indicator—of improved soil health.

“I think there needs to be a lot more work on the soil 
health front to put more meaning and value on what are 
the best indicators for the production system and region, 
and what do they tell us on the soil health front,” Kruger 
said. “But generally speaking, if you zoom out to the 
30,000 foot view, I think it’s pretty safe to say increased 
soil health or improved soil health will result in increased 
soil carbon sequestration. But I think this raises the ques-
tion, is the objective increasing soil carbon or is that an 
ancillary? When you are looking at the question from a 
soil health perspective, you are starting to think about a 
whole bunch of additional things that focus on the value 
to the producer.”

Carbon markets are part of a broader suit of programs 
called ecosystem services markets or environmental 
services markets. Kruger hopes that in the long run, the 

Chad Kruger, director at the Washington State University Center 
for Sustaining Agriculture and Natural Resources, gave a break-out 
presentation on carbon offset markets at the 2021 Tri-State Grain Growers 
Convention in December.
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public starts to take more of an eco-
services lens to these positive agri-
cultural practices instead of focusing 
solely on carbon. 

“I think the value proposition of 
having working farms with farm-
ers doing the very best they can do 
based on what we know how to do, 
that has to be a value that at some 
point in time gets monetized,” he 
said. 

There’s a lot of research being 
done around the Pacific Northwest 
on climate, agriculture and natural 
resources. Producers can visit  
agclimate.net for the latest news.  

Member SIPC
www.edwardjones.com
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Financial Advisor
609 S. Washington
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208-882-1234
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Financial Advisor
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509-943-2920
888-943-2920
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Financial Advisor

6115 Burden Blvd. Ste A
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509-542-1626
877-542-1626

Chris Grover
Financial Advisor
1835 First Street

Cheney, WA 99004
509-235-4920
866-235-4920

Brian E. Bailey AAMS®

Financial Advisor
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Clarkston, WA 99403
509-758-8731
866-758-9595

Ryan Brault CFP®
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Contact your financial advisor today to learn 
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Feeling like you paid too
much in taxes this year?

Washington Wheat  
Foundation Annex

(in Ritzville, Wash.)

FOR 
RENT

Rental Includes:
• Seats 100

• Full-service kitchen
• Wi-Fi  

• Free coffee and tea
• Pullout wall divider

• 2 large screens
• Free parking

• 18 x 22 lobby to gather  
or serve buffet

• Separate board meeting 
room (seats 12)

$50 (0-4 hours) or  
$100 (4+ hours)

Contact Katie Teachout  
at the Washington Wheat  

Foundation rental line 

(509) 659-0610
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By Trista Crossley
Editor, Wheat Life

At December’s 2021 Tri-State Grain 
Growers Convention, Shelby Swain 
Myers, an economist from the 
American Farm Bureau Federation, 
looked at the developing national 
carbon market. Her takeaway was 
that while there may be a finan-
cial opportunity for agriculture, 
there are still more questions than 
answers.

According to Myers, agriculture is 
responsible for 10 percent of overall 
greenhouse gas emissions. But when 
you take into account the forestry 
industry and other agricultural car-
bon sinks that are estimated at -12 
percent, the net total for agriculture 
is on the minus side of the equation 
(-2 percent). That creates a product 
that other industries can use to offset 
their own emissions.

“They are the buyers. You all are 
the suppliers,” Myers said. “The 
problem this puts agriculture in, 
though, is that, yes, we are really 
great carbon sequesters, but our 
practices have environmental ben-
efits beyond sequestering carbon. 
We’ve got to find ways for the incen-
tives to not only pay for the offset 
carbon greenhouse gas emissions, 
but also pay for the additional envi-
ronmental benefits these practices 
have in mitigating other greenhouse 
gas emissions. We can’t do this on 
our own, and we can’t do this for 
free.”

Carbon markets are seen as a 
way to incentivize conservation ef-
forts. Currently, they are voluntary, 
incentive-based national markets 
designed to bring buyers of ecosys-
tem asset credits together with sell-
ers on a platform that facilitates the 
exchange. Payments are either based 
on outcomes, such as increases in 

Costing out carbon markets
MORE QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS ON NATION CARBON MARKETS

soil carbon or improved water quality, or on a pay-for-practice model. 
“Pay for outcome means you are going to be paid either on a dollar per credit 

or dollar per metric ton of whatever greenhouse gas you are sequestering,” 
Myers explained. “The pay for practice says they will pay you upfront to imple-
ment certain practices, say $3 per acre for strip-till, no-till, etc. That doesn’t mean 
they aren’t going to come out on the back end and measure what’s been seques-
tered. It’s just a matter of how to you want to be paid.”

In order to make the system work, those outcomes will need to be certified, 
quantified and verified. In other words, there will need to be a way to certify 
that the practice happened the way it was supposed to. The environmental 
benefit on that soil will have to be quantified, which will likely happen through 
data collection, such as soil samples. Finally, it all has to be verified by a third 
party.

“One of the leading issues is how to verify the outcomes consistently and eco-
nomically,” Myers said. “There is so much uncertainty right now in the verifica-
tion and the standards of what makes a carbon credit a carbon credit.”

An emerging issue is what to do about early adopters of conservation practic-
es—farmers enrolled in the Conservation Stewardship Program, Conservation 
Reserve Program, cover crops, buffer strips, etc.—because they are already 
contributing to the status quo, and most buyers are looking for carbon seques-
tering opportunities that improve on the status quo. Myers said some programs 
are attempting to compensate early adopters by looking at a producer’s efforts 
for the past five years. The rub, however, is the producer has to provide the 
necessary data, including receipts. Another proposal being discussed is having 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture make a one-time payment to early adopters. 
Providing the ability to pay for multiple environmental benefits that sequester 
other greenhouse gases besides carbon dioxide could be another way to include 
early adopters.

Some of the other questions and concerns around carbon markets include:
•  Rural broadband access, because all of the current programs are online.
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•  Data privacy issues, as compa-
nies purchasing carbon credits 
will be checking to make sure 
the practices specified by the 
contract are happening. That 
monitoring will likely include 
using satellite images.

•  A producer’s farm management 
software has to be compliant 
with other parties’ software 
platforms. A producer should 
also be aware of how and with 
whom their data is being shared.

•  The majority of contracts Myers 
has seen have been long-term 
contracts (more than five years). 
Tenants will need landlord 
confirmation that they will be 
in operating control of the land 
for the duration of the contract. 
Additionally, tenants who lease 
from a trust will need to have 
everybody in the trust sign off 
on the contract.

•  Growers are paid on the back 
end of the contract the majority 
of the time (except for some paid 
for practices), so what happens 
if a producer doesn’t sequester 
carbon the way the model said 
they would? What about early 
termination? 

•  There are likely to be extra costs 
to the producer, such as soil 
sampling costs for verification 
and lawyer or accountant fees. 
Those need to be taken into con-
sideration when calculating the 
producer’s share of the “carbon” 
dollar.

“Whether you agree with it or 
not, the opportunity is here, and it 
is currently voluntary,” Myers said. 
“This has been completely private-
driven, and government is looking 
for ways to complement it from a 
public-private partnership stand-
point. What this does and what this 
conversation starts is the ability to 
avoid a mandate, or in the sense of 
global competitors, avoid import/
export taxes. There is a whole lot of 
money to provide incentives, and it’s 
important it remains voluntary.”  

SOFT WHITE SPRING VARIETIES:
Seahawk          Louise          Tekoa*          Ryan*

DNS VARIETIES:
AP Venom          Net CL+          Chet 

SPRING CLUB WHEAT VARIETIES:
Melba*

CORN VARIETIES:
Full Lineup of LG Corn Products          
Silage          Dry Grain          High Moisture

2022 SPRING SEED

Custom Seed
Treatments

Delivery
Options

MESZ Fertilizer
Blending

Mason Douglass
509-380-4425

John Mancini
509-380-1695

Kevin Starring
509-650-7226

1000 N. Columbia Ave.
Connell, WA 99326

509-234-2500

www.TriStateSeed.com

SPRING FORAGE VARIETIES:
Oats- Everleaf 126*         Peas- Max*        Te� Grass 
Sorghum x Sudan           Timothy              Alfalfa 
Forage / Pasture Grass Mixes

*Limited
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This month, Benton County wheat 
grower Nicole Berg will step in as 
president of the National Association 
of Wheat Growers (NAWG). Berg has a 
long history of advocacy for the wheat 
industry, especially in Washington 
state, where she served as president of 
the Washington Association of Wheat 
Growers (WAWG) in 2013/14. Besides her 
NAWG duties, Berg currently serves as 
co-chair of WAWG’s National Legislation 
Committee.

What does it mean to you, in 
terms of responsibilities, to be 
NAWG’s president?

I believe it is a great honor to be 
elected as the 2022/23 NAWG president. 
Being president of a national association comes with many 
responsibilities, especially as we are on the eve of the next 
farm bill. But I’m looking forward to the opportunity to 
lead NAWG and provide a unique perspective from my 
region as we continue to improve the farm bill programs, 
be engaged in the sustainability conversations and work 
with our partners to bolster trade for the wheat industry. 
The farm bill plays a very important role in a producer’s 
business plan, and I have always wanted to have more of 
an influence for us wheat growers. 

How has the wheat industry and NAWG 
changed since you started going through the 
NAWG chairs?

The wheat industry has gone from historically low 
prices in comparison to expenses to the current prices. The 
farm bill and the $5.50 reference price was one of the main 
reasons I wanted to help tell the wheat story. I was looking 
at my cash flow, and $5.50 is below cost of production. In 
the 2018 Farm Bill, NAWG and WAWG worked very hard 
to make changes, but it was a tough hill to climb because 
of the costs of the bill.

In 2019, NAWG adopted a strategic plan that resulted in 
updated mission and vision statements and the identifica-
tion of four key lines of business on which the organiza-
tion will focus on in the years to come. It was a great effort 
to make sure all the NAWG member states are moving in 
the same direction. When I started on the NAWG board, I 
saw several areas that allowed for improvement, and over 

the years, NAWG has come together 
with a unified voice that advocates and 
benefits wheat growers across the nation.

Do you have any specific goals 
for your presidency?

To continue to work to protect our 
farm programs and crop insurance 
system, which plays a vital role for 
wheat growers throughout the U.S. 
Additionally, I would like to build a 
strong coalition with other national 
organizations to advocate for timely 
reauthorization for the farm bill ahead of 
its expiration in 2023

To work with our partners at U.S. 
Wheat Associates to advance a trade 
agenda that continues to find new mar-

ket opportunities and promote U.S. wheat exports. 
To protect key infrastructure that helps provide a safe, 

affordable and reliable transportation network for moving 
commodities to market. This includes pushing back on 
proposals that favor removing the lower four Snake River 
dams. 

Climate and sustainability are priorities of the Biden 
Administration, which is why NAWG is working hard 
with our wheat producers on the topic. Wheat producers 
already implement many environmentally friendly prac-
tices to their farming methods and are having a positive 
impact on the environment and have increased resource-
efficient practices in land, water and energy use. We 
continue to advocate for policy that is voluntary, incentive-
based, market-based, ensures that farmers benefit from 
any program and that any program must recognize and 
account for the varied growing conditions in which wheat 
is grown across the country—not all practices work in all 
regions.

With a membership of 20 different states, how 
do you effectively represent such a diverse 
group that sometimes has competing priorities 
and needs?

I recognize that being president of a national associa-
tion means representing wheat growers across our entire 
nation, and I will work to advance policies that benefit 
all of those growers. As president, I will work with our 
committees to pursue policy to ensure a better future for 

National spotlight
BENTON COUNTY GROWER TAKES HELM OF NATIONAL WHEAT ORGANIZATION
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America’s growers and the general public. 

Is there a role for industry (chemical, 
equipment, input, seed companies) in NAWG?

Our vision is advancing wheat through advocacy, alli-
ances and innovation, which includes working with all 
members of the value chain to promote public policy that 
contributes to the success of wheat farmers. 

The run-up to the 2023 Farm Bill coincides 
with your presidency. What are some of the 
obstacles Congress is likely to have to deal with 
in order to actually get a farm bill written on 
time?

One of the obstacles is educating new members of 
Congress who have never voted on a farm bill about its 
importance for rural America and their contributions to 
feeding the world. Currently, we are headed into an elec-
tion year, which will play a role in determining who heads 
up the House and Senate agriculture committees, but 
NAWG has strong relationships with members from both 
sides of the pollical aisle. 

How will NAWG make sure the wheat industry 
has a seat at the table during farm bill talks?

NAWG has a strong working relationship with the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and the four corners of the 
ag committees, and we are confident we will have a seat 
at the table during the farm bill process to represent the 
interests of wheat growers from across the country. Wheat 
is grown in 40+ states and is one of the main food crops 
in America. Today, U.S. farmers grow about 50 million 
acres of wheat, providing food for hundreds of millions 
of people at home and abroad. Wheat growers’ impacts to 
the nation allows NAWG to have a strong and heard voice 
on the Hill and opens the door for us to be a part of these 
conversations. 

You also sit on the Federal Crop Insurance 
Corporation Board of Directors. What insights 
have you gained into how crop insurance is 
developed and managed? 

Crop insurance is a critical risk management tool for 
wheat producers. Like any other important tool on the 
farm, it needs periodic maintenance and “sharpening” to 
increase its utility and effectiveness.  

Garfield Branch, 301 W. California St.  509-635-1361
Soon to be open in Colfax, Rockford and Palouse!

StateBankNorthwest.com

Your farm deserves a local, agricultural specialist. 
The Agri-Business at State Bank Northwest is growing 
steadily, having recently added six staff to our ag lending 
team. If you would benefit from a banking partner with 
‘boots-in-the-field’ experience, maybe it’s time to join 
our family. We are committed to Washington state 
agriculture and know our customers personally.
Don’t wait. Switch to State.

In Touch with YOUR Land

TRUCK, TRACTOR & AG EQUIPMENT PARTS & SERVICE REPAIRS  •  REBUILDS  •  MACHINING

YOUR RESOURCE FOR PARTS & REPAIR OF OLDER TRUCKS,
TRACTORS & AG EQUIPMENT!  WE DO NEWER ONES, ALSO!

36710 Highway 12    Dayton WA   •   509-382-4824
daytrac@columbiainet.com
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BioWest.ag • MicrobialSolutions@BioWest.ag

Battalion Pro 
NEW BIOHERBICIDE FOR THE SUPPRESSION  
OF CHEATGRASS/DOWNY BROME,  
MEDUSAHEAD, AND JOINTED GRASS

The only bioherbicide of its kind on the market, 
Battalion Pro targets these invasive annual weeds  
at the seed bank level.

Timing is NOW for fall and winter applications.

Contact a BioWest Certified Crop Consultant for 
detailed product information. Or contact your local 
agricultural retailer to purchase Battalion Pro.

Serving Area Growers for 90 years

Pomeroy Grain Office 509-843-1694
Pomeroy Agronomy 509-843-1394

Colfax Grain Office - Colfax 800-424-5056

www.pomeroygrain.com

Grain Sales - Truck & Barge Shipping
Custom Seeding & Cultivating with Variable Rate Technology

Custom Spraying & Stream Jetting with Variable Rate Technology

Seed Sales  |  Certified Crop Advising  | Soil & Tissue Sampling

CHROME ALLOY 
WEAR PARTS

Maintain uniform tillage

   Extremely long wearing

       Cut replacement costs

       Save costly downtime

       Uses standard hex-head bolt

           Shock absorbing washers included

** See all our parts online at www.rhmachine.com **

R & H MACHINE . 115 ROEDEL AVE . CALDWELL ID . 1-800-321-6568 

Setting the Standard for Wear!

R & H Machine offers an extensive line of cultivator 
points and shovels to fit S-tine, Triple K, or C shanks, and 
KMC.  All are cast of high Chrome Alloy to give extremely 
long life in abrasive soils.  Our parts outwear standard or 
hardfaced points by an average of twenty  times.
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Smut, erosion, snow mold…Grandpa Henry faced 
many challenges back in the day. He also experienced 
many improvements stemming from research. Three 
big ones include fertilizer effectiveness, new cropping 
systems and variety breeding advancement. A major 
contributing factor to crop improvement is the research 
that the Washington Grain Commission (WGC) funds 
through your annual checkoff dollars. 

In 1991, the WGC endowed its first research faculty po-
sition with Washington State University (WSU) to lever-
age our producer contributions with other federal grants 
or funding opportunities. Since then, we have added five 
additional endowed research faculty positions, called 
endowed chairs. Each have a specific research focus, 
title and funding that ranges from one to five years, or 
sometimes more. The WGC meets annually with WSU 
for a day-long endowed chairs review to provide each 
researcher the chance to present a progress report. It 
also gives the WGC the opportunity to provide feedback 
and recommendations to WSU to ensure that research 
remains aligned with the current challenges and devel-
opments in the small grains industry. 

One researcher I’d like to highlight is Dr. Zhiwu 
Zhang. His recent project combines high-tech drones and 
cutting-edge artificial intelligence to help farmers detect 
stripe rust before it’s even visible to the human eye. I 
encourage you to read Dr. Zhang’s Wheat Life article from 
the February issue at https://bit.ly/3JyiqCd.

This is some really cool, Transformer-level stuff. His 
collaborative work positions the WSU/U.S. Department 
of Agriculture’s Agricultural Research Service team as 
a world leader on this topic. As this new technology can 
be scaled up, it stands to save all kinds of time, energy 
and (most importantly to farmers) money, from reducing 
inputs to preventing yield loss. 

Dr. Zhang has other grants, too, and he has proven 
himself a leader in research—not just at the College of 
Agricultural, Human and Natural Resource Sciences, 
but he ranks #27 university-wide on the WSU “notable 
researchers” list. On behalf of the WGC, I would like to 
extend a sincere thank you to Dr. Zhang and his collabo-
rators for the progress he has led in the last several years 
and the work he continues at WSU. 

This has been a challenging year. The WGC had to 
make some tough decisions on the recommendations 
made to WSU as a shift is needed to best serve our state’s 
producers. While the WGC continues to fund Dr. Zhang, 
WSU will be transitioning the Washington Wheat 

Distinguished Professorship that he has held to focus 
on soil health going forward. Since this professorship is 
designed to focus on an emerging issue for a brief period 
(three to five years), the WGC expressed support to 
WSU in focusing the Washington Wheat Distinguished 
Professorship to prioritize research centered on soil 
acidity, carbon and nitrogen. By using this professorship, 
WSU can leverage these funds and use this as a recruit-
ment tool when hiring a soil chemist.

Research has brought us a long way. Despite the 
ongoing challenges, I am thankful for the extra tools 
in our tool kit to keep our fields productive and for the 
researchers who keep an eye on quality. This connec-
tion between research and overall crop quality came full 
circle the week after our endowed chairs review, when 
the Western Wheat Quality Lab (WWQL) in Pullman 
hosted the Pacific Northwest Wheat Quality Council. 

This council provides a forum for private and pub-
lic wheat breeders to provide their wheat varieties (at 
some stage prior to release) to a selection of millers and 
bakers, domestically and internationally, to have those 
collaborators mill and bake with the varieties. The bakers 
then provide direct feedback on the merits of individual 
breeding lines and more general information relating to 
the technical requirements of wheat end-users. 

The WWQL also does an analysis of the varieties, and 
this collective feedback allows breeders to better define 
long-term objectives for developing high-quality, high-
producing future varieties and breeding lines that would 
satisfy the end-use demands of the industry. The results 
don’t necessarily mean that a private or public entity will 
hold a variety back from release, but the effort is to try 
to enhance the quality of wheat produced in the western 
states and promote the development of superior culti-
vars. These flour tests are supported by the wheat com-
missions of Washington, Oregon, Montana and Idaho in 
cooperation with the WWQL. 

A few years ago, feedback from overseas customers 
was added to connect breeders to what international cus-
tomers need. In addition, the falling number workshop 
is now an opener to the annual event, as this challenge 
became a critical need for our researchers to address. 

This direct line of communication allows our research-
ers to stay current with the needs of wheat farmers, pro-
cessors and flour users; or, in other words, connects the 
dots between our collective research efforts and the long-
term profitability and competitiveness of Washington 
small grains.  

By Mike 
Carstensen
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Puccinia striiformis

Damages the plant's skin 
(epidermis) allowing water 
to escape and reduces 
photosynthesis

Winter and spring, can 
occur at anytime but 
greatest damage occurs 
on the flag leaf in spring

All systems

Plant resistant varieties, 
spray foliar fungicides

Cephalosporium 
gramineum

Infects roots and colonizes 
the water-conducting 
tissue (xylem), resulting in 
less water movement

Winter; disease begins in 
fall, but greatest damage 
occurs during heading

All systems, but usually 
more prevalent in 
conventional

Plant tolerant varieties, 
practice good crop rotation 
(3 years between winter 
small grain crops), and 
avoid early seeding

Schizaphis graminum

Causes necrosis from 
feeding

Fall

Winter wheat

Delay fall seeding of wheat 
until aphid populations 
decline to minimize the risk 
of Barley Yellow Dwarf 
Virus (BYDV); choose to 
plant tolerant cultivars; 
control grassy weeds, 
including volunteer cereals, 
within and near wheat 
production fields; use seed 
treatments or foliar 
insecticides

GREENBUG8

Fusarium culmorum, 
F. pseudograminearum

Crown and root decay 
results in reduced water 
and nutrient movement 

Winter; damage becomes 
apparent after heading as 
dead standing stems

All, but most prevalent in 
summer fallow systems

Cultural practices like 
delaying seeding and 
fertilizing for expected 
yield potential are the 
only control measures

FUSARIUM 
FOOT ROT5

Sitobion avenae

Frequently colonizes the 
heads of wheat causing 
little injury except when 
present in large numbers 
(more than 80-100 per 
head)

Fall

Winter wheat

Delay fall seeding of wheat 
until aphid populations 
decline to minimize the risk 
of BYDV; choose to plant 
tolerant cultivars; control 
grassy weeds, including 
volunteer cereals, within 
and near wheat production 
fields; use seed treatments 
or foliar insecticides

9 ENGLISH GRAIN 
APHID

1 STRIPE RUST

CEPHALOSPORIUM 
STRIPE

3

EYESPOT
Oculimacula yallundae, 
O. acuformis

Lesions occur in leaf 
sheaths and true stem in 
the lower 1-2 internodes of 
the stem resulting in 
reduced water and nutrient 
movement and weakened 
stems that can fall over 
and lodge

Disease begins in fall, but 
greatest damage occurs 
after stem elongation begins 
in spring

Winter wheat; all systems, 
but usually more prevalent 
in conventional

Plant resistant varieties, 
spray foliar fungicides 
before stem elongation 
begins

2

Mayetiola destructor  

Larval feeding can stunt 
plants, reduce yields and 
cause lodging

Spring and summer 

Late-planted spring wheat, 
direct seeding, spring 
wheat adjacent to winter 
wheat

Plant resistant/tolerant 
varieties, delay winter 
wheat seeding, avoid 
spring wheat after winter 
wheat, crop rotation and 
destruction of volunteer 
wheat, seed treatments; 
start sampling when 
tillering begins; target 
ovipositing adults with foliar 
insecticides when 20% of 
tillers in winter wheat, or 
38% of tillers in spring 
wheat are infested

HESSIAN FLY

Limonius infuscatus

Wireworm feeding can kill 
plants, reduce numbers of 
tillers and yield

Mid-April to the end of July, 
but can occur throughout 
the year; larvae can live 
1-10 years in the soil

Spring wheat followed by 
winter wheat

Scout using modified solar 
bait traps or use a shovel; 
rotate out of winter wheat 
to a non-susceptible crop, 
a firm seed bed at planting 
can limit wireworm 
movement and damage; 
conventional tillage, seed 
treatments

WESTERN FIELD 
WIREWORM6

Metopolophium festucae 
cerealium

Feeding induces a 
distinctive chlorotic reaction 
in wheat leaves causing 
them to turn yellow

Fall

Winter wheat

Choose to plant tolerant 
cultivars; control grassy 
weeds, including volunteer 
cereals, within and near 
wheat production fields; 
use seed treatments or 
foliar insecticides

CEREAL GRASS 
APHID10

Scientific name

How it impacts crops

Time of growing season impacted

Type of cropping system 
most susceptible 

What farmers can do about it, 
and when

ICON KEY

Rhizoctonia solani, 
R. oryzae

Causes a cortical rot of 
roots resulting in smaller 
and less efficient root 
system

Winter and spring; 
symptoms can be observed 
throughout the season. 
Infections that occur earlier 
in the season result in 
greater damage

Most prevalent in reduced 
tillage systems

Manage green bridge 
(volunteer)

RHIZOCTONIA 
ROOT ROT

7

4

TOP 10
Wheat Pests & Diseases in the Pacific 

Northwest ranked by highest 
potential economic cost to farmers

For more information visit the web pages for WSU Wheat 
and Small Grains, WSU Infectious Disease, WSU Pest 

Management Resources, University of Idaho, and USDA-ARS. 

This ranking is based on the prevailing scientific knowledge for insects and diseases having the greatest potential to cause economic damage (crop value) in the Pacific 
Northwest. Sources: Tim Murray, Rosalie and Harold Rea Brown Distinguished Endowed Chair, Department of Plant Pathology, Washington State University (WSU); Dale K. 
Whaley, Assistant Professor, Integrated Weed Management/Agriculture, WSU Douglas County Extension. Design by Meg Comito. ©2022 Washington Grain Commission
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Promoting wheat-based 
foods for 50 years
The Wheat Foods Council (WFC) is celebrating its 50th 
anniversary this year, with events planned in coordi-
nation with its summer 
meeting in Charleston, 
S.C., June 20-44. During 
the WFC winter meet-
ing in January, attend-
ees got a preview of the 
plant-forward focused 
WFC Chef Seminar at 
the Culinary Institute of 
America in Napa, Calif., 
April 11-13, featuring 
four top experts who will cover the plant-forward 
food movement, sustainability, managing supply 
chains and successfully innovating product offerings. 
WFC core outreach strategy continues to be going af-
ter “audience multipliers,” including personal trainers, 
chefs of large foodservice companies and registered 
dietitians. You can check out their extensive library 
of videos promoting wheat-based foods online 
at https://bit.ly/3J5MXXT. The Washington Grain 
Commission is an active supporter of the WFC.  

USW programming report
U.S. Wheat Associates (USW) provided an overview on recent 
efforts to promote U.S. wheat abroad at its 2022 Winter Joint 
National Association of Wheat Growers/USW Board Meeting 
in January. The long-range planning committee reported that 
virtual programming is helping to reach more customers. USW is 
the export market development organization for the U.S. wheat 
industry. USW activities in more than 100 countries are made 
possible through producer checkoff dollars managed by 17 state 
wheat commissions and cost-share funding provided by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service.

In 2019, prior to the pandemic, USW reached more than 5,000 
customers on the ground. In 2020, there were 296 virtual programs 
reaching 11,000 people, and programs have reached more than 
13,000 people in 2021. USW expects that going forward, virtual 
and in-person programming will exist together. Read more at 
https://bit.ly/usw-activity21 and look for more details on how the 
Washington Grain Commission helps USW promote the world’s 
best grains in an upcoming Wheat Life series.  

• About 90 percent of the wheat produced in Washington is exported.  
75 percent of our wheat goes to Asia.

• 60 percent of Washington’s wheat travels by barge  
on the Columbia-Snake River System. 

• 37 percent of Washington’s wheat travels by rail hopper. 

• 3 percent of Washington’s wheat travels by grain trailer or container. 

• Washington has five grain shuttle train loading facilities. 

• Barging wheat from Idaho and other points on the Snake River is  
one of the most efficient and environmentally-friendly ways to move the 

food we grow to market.  

910 bushel capacity
—155 mpg per ton*

100-CAR TRAIN
350,000 bushel capacity

RIVER BARGE

RAIL HOPPER CAR
3,500 bushel capacity

—413 mpg per ton*

122,500 bushel capacity
—576 mpg per ton*

CONTAINER

GRAIN TRAILER

750 bushel capacity

BULK FREIGHTER
2,400,000 bushel capacity

FOUR-BARGE TOW
490,000 bushel capacity

*Amounts are miles per gallon carrying one ton of cargo.
Source: Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M University, for the

U.S. Maritime Administration

HEAT MOVES
60%
37%
3%

Grain trailer  River barge  Four-barge tow

Grain trailer  Container

Grain trailer  Rail hopper   100-car train
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PNW gets favorable, 
long-term forecast
“You will be the lucky folks as we go towards 
spring.”  This is what weatherman, Dr. Art 
Douglas, concluded in his address as the 
opening keynote speaker at the Spokane Ag 
Expo and Farm Forum on Feb. 1, sponsored 
by the Washington Grain Commission. The 
address included a report on the current state 
of world weather and crops. Looking forward, 
Douglas took the current weather patterns 
observed across the globe and correlated like patterns from the past several decades of 
weather years to project what will likely play out through spring and summer of 2022. 

“In the very best recent years we’ve stayed La Niña,” Douglas said. “But when those 
patterns switch to El Niño during the summer, that correlates with some of the worse 
recent years for Pacific Northwest (PNW) farmers. We are at a tipping point.”

However, what Douglas sees so far for this year doesn’t look anything like what last 
year looked like. Ultimately, his outlook for the PNW was cooler and wetter than normal 
for the spring and continued cooler-than-normal conditions into the summer. This is 
contrast to what other parts of the country should expect. 

“The PNW is out of phase with the rest of the U.S.,” Douglas said, which means the Great 
Plains can expect another dryer-than-normal spring and summer.  

Economist expects decline in farm income
“(PNW) net farm income didn’t expand like 
the rest of the country,” said the Spokane Ag 
Expo and Farm Forum keynote speaker Dr. 
T. Randall Fortenbery on Feb. 2, explaining 
most of the growth was from the corn and 
soybean markets. National net farm income 
increased last year for the third year in a row; 
however, Fortenbery expects this to decline 
in 2022 based on his predictions for lower 
prices for most crops, higher input prices and 
government payments dropping significantly 
with the end of pandemic-response payment 
programs. 

His agriculture economic update included a look at the improved environment for 
international trade, despite the ongoing lag in trade with China for several commodity 
groups this year, like wheat and apples. Tensions between Russia and Ukraine are being 
watched closely. This is a big wheat-producing region. Conflict may cause disruptions 
in supply chains. This would exacerbate already high prices on chemicals and fertil-
izer, which could end up posing significant challenges for Pacific Northwest farmers. 
Vietnam and South Asia were highlighted as the biggest market growth opportunities.

Wheat acres will be up this year, according to recent projections. And as far as what 
prices will do, Fortenbery said the downward risk outweighs the upward potential.  

Getting data  
out of the cab
Wheat Life talked to The 
McGregor Company last month 
for some insight on using data 
to inform precision agriculture 
practices (read the article online 
at https://bit.ly/3sOZaJJ). This 
year at the Spokane Ag Expo and 
Farm Forum, producers found 
out that there’s an app for that. 
The Climate FieldView session 
walked attendees through how 
to use the free, web-based plat-
form for tracking data on your 
farm. The app can produce PDF 
reports farmers can use for con-
servation programs or audit pur-
poses. Farmers keep all the rights 
to their data and choose with 
whom they share information.

The digital data management 
and analysis platform was 
originally developed by session 
speaker Jeff Hamlin and software 
development partners based in 
San Francisco. The startup was 
purchased by Monsanto and has 
become widely used in the U.S. 
in the corn and soybean markets. 
The platform has been steadily 
expanding its capacity for other 
row crops, including wheat. Bayer 
acquired Monsanto in 2018 and 
is offering the app for free at 
https://bit.ly/3utSPGp. Expanded 
capabilities are available to those 
with a Bayer PLUS account; others 
can use the additional options 
for $99 a year. Farmers can also 
purchase a universal translator 
for less than $300 that plugs 
into the diagnostic port of most 
equipment, connecting to an 
iPad in the cab via Bluetooth for 
automatic data collection and 
input that allows multidevice 
access across an entire farming 
operation.  

PHOTO BY MATTHEW WEAVER/CAPITAL PRESS.
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By Dani Gelardi
Soil Health Scientist, Washington State Department of 
Agriculture

What is soil health?
Growers who have been managing soils for decades 

may be surprised by the recent emergence of “soil 
health.” Instead, they remember when it was referred to 
as “soil fertility,” and the primary goal was to manage 
soils to support crop growth. Growers may also remem-
ber when soil fertility was replaced by “soil quality.” 
Then the motivation shifted to managing soils, given 
inherent soil properties, to support crop growth and 
minimize degradation. The shift from fertility to quality 
paved the way for thinking about soil sustainability. It 
also made room for tailoring management to the unique 
properties of different soils, from the slope of the land to 
the texture or organic matter content of the soil. This lat-
est phase—soil health—has pushed our thinking about 
soils beyond agriculture. The goal is now to steward 
soil ecology, given inherent soil properties, to support 
multiple soil functions and minimize degradation. Soil 
health recognizes that soils have a function beyond crop 
growth. They filter air and water, store carbon and can 
reduce the effects of climate change, contain cultural sig-
nificance, support recreation and provide wildlife habi-
tat. But of course, they grow crops! And in the process, 
they ensure food security and thriving rural economies. 

Soil health also newly recognizes the living nature of 
soil and the important role that microorganisms play 
in soil functioning. This focus on biology has led to 
many new kinds of soil tests, which seek to identify and 
measure the quantity, activity and role of soil microbes. 
These biological measurements have been added to an 
already large list of soil health indicators (Figure 1). There 
are the traditional tests for soil chemistry, which include 
pH, electrical conductivity (EC) and macro- and micro-
nutrients. There are also physical tests, which include 
water holding capacity, texture and measures of com-
paction such as bulk density. Together, these biological, 
chemical and physical indicators can help us understand 

more about the health of a soil, and how well the soil can 
perform its various functions. 

What soil health measurements should I 
monitor? 

The Washington Soil Health Initiative (WaSHI), a part-
nership between Washington State University (WSU), 
the State Conservation Commission (SCC) and the 
Washington State Department of Agriculture (WSDA), 
has set out to answer this very question. In a program 
called the State of the Soils Assessment, WaSHI partners 
are measuring the biological, chemical and physical 
properties of soils across the state. To date, more than 100 
fields in dryland agriculture have been sampled, with 
200 more planned for 2022. WaSHI partners intend to 
find out which soil health measurements are most mean-
ingful for Washington producers. Do some tests correlate 
with yield better than others? Are some measurements 
irrelevant in a dryland context? “Soil health scoring 
curves” are currently available to help producers deter-
mine if their soils are above or below average for specific 

Soil health in dryland agriculture
GOAL IS TO SUPPORT MULTIPLE SOIL FUNCTIONS AND MINIMIZE DEGRADATION

FIGURE 1. Biological, chemical and physical soil measurements that 
may help us understand soil health and functioning.
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measurements. However, these 
curves are largely based on corn 
and soy fields across the Midwest. 
Using data from the State of the 
Soils Assessment, WaSHI partners 
are calibrating these curves for 
Washington-specific climates and 
cropping systems. Scoring curves 
for dryland agriculture are cur-
rently under production.

What can improved soil 
health do for my farm?

After an extensive, two-year 
needs assessment, the Washington 
State Soil Health Roadmap 
(https://bit.ly/soil-health_WSU1) 
was released in October 2021. In 
this document, dryland produc-
ers described soil management 
challenges that reduce crop yield 
and soil sustainability: wind and 
water erosion, low water holding 
capacity, compaction due to the 
adoption of no-till practices, low 
fertility, acidification and pressure 
from weeds and disease. While 
the focus on soil health may be 
new, WSU researchers have been 
studying these problems for a 
long time. A 2021 research article 
estimated that 17.1 percent of winter 
wheat and 19.4 percent of spring 
wheat in Washington is lost due to 
weeds, costing producers around 
$139.3 million in lost revenue 
over 10 years.1 A 2019 study from 
Oregon State University showed 
that weed pressure can be signifi-
cantly reduced by intensifying crop 
rotations or growing a spring crop 
instead of fallowing.2 Covering the 
soil surface3 and increasing the 
time in which live roots are pres-
ent4 may also improve soil health 
parameters, such as water-holding 
capacity, fertility and resistance 
to erosion. Soil erosion creates 
air quality problems, as well as a 
loss of fertility and soil carbon. In 
another example of improved soil 
health management, a 2020 WSU 

1Cambridge University. 13 September 2021 https://bit.ly/3JeuPLd 
2Oregon State University. 1 March 2019 https://bit.ly/3gxpeU0 
3USDA. Soil Health: Principle 1 of 5– Soil Armor https://bit.ly/3358vEF 
4USDA. Soil Health: Principle 4 of 5 – Continual Live Plant/Root https://bit.ly/3HCuSQG 
5Washington State University. December 2020 https://bit.ly/3HCUq03 

study demonstrated that leaving full stands of wheat, canola or chickpea resi-
dues can reduce soil loss by 53 to 73 percent.5 

While growers and researchers are clear on the soil management chal-
lenges in contemporary dryland production, more and more is being learned 
about possible solutions. These solutions may include crop intensification and 
alternative residue management, or practices like cover cropping, integrat-
ing livestock or adding compost or lime. Many questions remain about these 
practices, however—what dryland regions will they work best for? How much 
will they cost to implement? How long until the investment pays off? Through 
research, outreach and extension, WaSHI partners are working on answers to 
these questions as well.

What’s next for WaSHI and dryland production?
By linking State of the Soils data with grower survey responses, WaSHI 

partners are looking for trends in what management strategies lead to “high” 
or “low” soil health scores. WSDA also hopes to estimate the economic costs 
and benefits of different practices, and whether specific strategies helped re-
duce the impacts of the 2021 drought. This survey will be issued in early 2022, 
and all Washington wheat growers are encouraged to respond. Check the 
WSDA website (https://bit.ly/3B36w0d) in early spring for more information. 
Ultimately, data from this and other WaSHI projects will support Sustainable 
Farms and Fields (https://bit.ly/3GsRWA8). This SCC-led program will offer 
grants to make it easier and more affordable for growers to experiment with 
practices that increase soil carbon and improve soil health.  

PHOTO BY LESLIE MICHEL, WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
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By Mike Pumphrey
O.A. Vogel Endowed Chair of Spring Wheat Breeding and 
Genetics, Washington State University

Washington wheat growers and the entire wheat-based 
industry have been adapting to the seemingly ever-in-
creasing number of varieties of wheat to choose from. We 
have a unique challenge and opportunity in the Pacific 
Northwest (PNW), where all market classes of wheat can 
be produced reliably, including spring and winter types. 
Much of the wheat production area in Washington is in 
a rotation that includes winter wheat as a keystone crop, 
followed by spring wheat in a multiyear cycle. Rotational 
crops need to fit in a system where each crop contributes 
to and improves the overall productivity of the system. 

Herbicide-tolerant varieties of winter wheat, specifical-
ly ClearfieldTM varieties, have impacted typical rotation 
practices due to restrictions caused by the persistence 
of BeyondTM and other Group 2 ALS-inhibiting herbi-
cides in soils in the PNW. Many acres in the PNW have 
been treated with Group 2 herbicides, which include 
Imidazolinones (IMIs) used on legume crops as Pursuit 
or Raptor, or as Beyond in Clearfield wheat, and may 

persist in our soils from months to years, based on her-
bicide chemistry, soil chemical and physical properties 
(particularly pH and organic matter content), moisture 
and temperature. So, even more spring wheat varieties 
are needed due to the need for Beyond-tolerant spring 
wheat. 

The need for Clearfield spring wheat varieties has been 
recognized for more than a decade in Washington. In 
2022, that demand seems clearer than ever. 

“There’s more demand this year due to the drought 
last year and concerns about Beyond carryover. 
Unfortunately, we have very little to sell. Usually IMI 
(tolerant) spring wheat represents 3-5 percent of our total 
spring wheat sales, but with poor seed production yields 
last year, it’s a double whammy,” said Kyle Renton, seed 
and agronomy manager at Pacific Northwest Farmers 
Cooperative. 

Clearfield varieties of spring wheat must contain two 
genes for Beyond tolerance, referred to as CL+, CLP or 
CL Plus, to be approved for release. Combining that 
requirement with the absence of CL+ breeding efforts in 

CLEARFIELD SPRING WHEAT VARIETIES OPEN WEED CONTROL, ROTATION OPTIONS

Clearing the deck

Wheat varieties with either no Clearfield tolerance genes (plot at front right), one Clearfield tolerance gene (center) or two tolerance genes (left) show 
clear differences in injury after application of an experimental rate of Beyond equal to 2X the approved label rate in combination with a methylated seed 
oil adjuvant.  
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the Washington State University (WSU) spring wheat breeding program prior 
to 2010 has meant that it has taken nearly a decade of breeding efforts to catch 
up with this market need. 

“With the shifting window of seeding time and the popularity of winter 
Clearfield varieties, Clearfield spring wheats are needed and are becoming 
a pivotal part of farmers’ yearly production plans. Not only the wheat itself, 
but minimizing chemical residual plant backs as well,” Ritzville-based wheat 
grower and Washington Grain Commissioner Mike Miller noted. Miller fur-
ther explained that “a Clearfield spring wheat will provide farmers more flex-
ibility in their production plans to combat the growing presence of resistant 
weeds.” 

The WSU spring wheat program released our first CL+ variety in 2019, Net 
CL+, a hard red spring wheat that is top performing and broadly adapted 
across Washington production areas. Net CL+ is among the highest yield-
ing hard red spring wheat varieties across all dryland production areas, with 
excellent test weight, grain protein concentration higher than other varieties 
with similar yield potential, Hessian fly resistance, very good adult plant 
stripe rust resistance and is one of the highest end-use quality varieties avail-
able. In 2021, approximately 9,000 acres were seeded in Washington due to 
seed availability after a year of seed-dealer multiplication in 2020. 

Hedge CL+, a spring club wheat variety with a JD background, was released 
in 2020, initially multiplied in 2021, and seed is available in limited quantity in 
2022. Hedge CL+ has performed equal or better than JD based on three-year 
averages in all dryland production zones. As essentially a JD twin variety 
with CL+ traits added, Hedge CL+ has nearly identical maturity, height, straw 
strength, rust resistance, test weight, protein, end-use quality and other mea-
sured traits. WSU Variety Testing Program trials are not conducted on fields 
with known recent Beyond treatment, so yield differences due to carryover 
tolerance are not intentionally accounted for in this yield data and other traits 
measured. 

The WSU spring wheat breeding program is poised to release a CL+ soft 
white spring (SWS) wheat variety in winter 2022. WA 8354 CL+ is a promis-

This 2-gene Clearfield spring wheat breeding trial near Dayton clearly shows the terminal injury to 
control lines that lack Beyond tolerance, about 14 days after spraying with the herbicide.

ing variety candidate with Ryan 
and Seahawk parentage, aluminum 
tolerance, stripe rust and Hessian 
fly resistance, excellent test weight, 
very good straw strength and early-
medium maturity. WA 8354 CL+ 
was among the highest yielding 
SWS wheats in 2020-2021 in WSU 
breeding and variety testing pro-
gram trials in the less-than-16-inch 
precipitation zones. 

Ian Burke, WSU professor and 
J. Cook Endowed Chair of Wheat 
Research, believes that such variet-
ies of spring wheat will provide 
“a nice tool for all rainfall zones 
to throw at difficult winter an-
nual grass weed problems and 
for rotational flexibility when 
growing winter Clearfield wheat.” 
Clearfield spring wheat could also 
be used in a facultative role, where 
spring wheat is seeded during the 
winter. Winter seeding allows for 
management of fall annual weeds, 
particularly downy brome, while 
minimizing the impact of lower 
spring wheat crop yield in the low 
rainfall zone. 

The goal of the WSU spring 
wheat breeding program is to pro-
vide wheat variety options for these 
situations that fit into diverse rota-
tion systems, across diverse pro-
duction areas. At the same time, we 
believe that there should be equal 
or better performance compared to 
conventional spring wheat varieties 
even in the absence of soil residual 
herbicide. 

Continued support from 
Washington wheat growers 
through the Washington Grain 
Commission has allowed us to de-
velop and release Clearfield spring 
wheat varieties, pursue spring 
wheat varieties for the CoAXiumTM 
system and breed conventional 
varieties in each relevant market 
class to keep rotation options and 
management practices flexible and 
pursue market opportunities.  
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The export picture 
for U.S. wheat continues to soften as we 
head into the final quarter of the 2021/22 
marketing year (the fourth quarter is 
March 1 through May 31). At the start 
of the marketing year (June 1, 2021), the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
estimated we would export 900 million 
bushels of wheat this year. By the start 
of the second quarter (Sept. 1), that had 
been reduced to 875 million bushels. 
At the start of the third quarter, it was 
reduced to 840 million bushels. In the 
February 2022 World Agricultural Supply 
and Demand Estimates (WASDE), it was 
reduced to 810 million bushels, a reduc-
tion of 10 percent from the initial estimate. 

Figure 1 shows the history of USDA 
export forecasts on Sept. 1 of each year 
compared to the actual export volume 
at the end of the marketing year. Note 
that USDA is generally overly optimistic 
concerning wheat exports early in the 
year compared to the actual export vol-
ume experienced. Over the last 11 years 
(including the current year), USDA has 
over-forecast actual wheat exports seven 
times (or 64 percent of the time). Based on 
the current export progress, I will not be 
surprised to see another export reduction 
of 10 million bushels or so prior to the end 
of the current marketing year. Based on 
wheat shipments through late February, 
we are not on pace to hit the 810-million-
bushel estimate from the February 
WASDE.

Figure 2 shows total U.S. wheat exports 
through Feb. 10 this year compared to the 
same time period last year. Note that the 
only wheat class whose year-to-date ex-

US wheat exports continue to soften
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ports exceed last year’s is soft red winter wheat. The largest year-over-
year increases in U.S. soft red purchases came from China (an increase 
of 103 percent), Mexico (an increase of 38 percent) and Nigeria, who 
bought no U.S. soft red wheat last year but through Feb. 10 this year, has 
taken delivery of 1.5 million metric tons. Much of the volume improve-
ment this year represents increased wheat feeding globally as coarse 
grain prices were significantly higher early this year compared to last.

A very important market for U.S. wheat last year was China. By the 
end of the 2020/21 marketing year, they had purchased about 17 percent 
of total U.S. white wheat exports and 13.2 percent of all U.S. wheat 
exports. From Figure 3, you can see most of the Chinese imports of 
U.S. wheat happened in the fourth quarter last year. However, I do not 
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Figure 1: U.S. Wheat Exports-World Outlook Board Forecasts

Figure 2: U.S. Wheat Exports (through Feb. 10 each year)
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believe that will occur this year.
Figure 3 shows my current 

forecasts for total wheat and white 
wheat exports from the U.S. to 
China for the 2021/22 marketing 
year. They are based on actual 
exports through mid-February 
this year. Notice that total wheat 
exports to China this year are well 
behind where they were at this 
time last year. While white wheat 
exports are a bit above last year’s 
mid-February pace, I also believe 
they will fall short of last year’s 
total in the current marketing year.

In the couple of years preceding 
the tariff trade wars, China pur-
chased about 5 percent of our total 
wheat exports and a similar per-
centage of U.S. white wheat exports. 
I believe we will be returning to 
that level this year, and this influ-
ences the current marketing year 
export forecasts in Figure 3.

Despite USDA’s downward 
revisions in the expected U.S. 
marketing year wheat export 
forecast the last few months, wheat 
prices have remained in a quite 
consistent trading range since the 
end of November. Futures prices 
for July delivery of soft red win-
ter wheat traded between about 
$8.20 and $7.40 per bushel from 
Nov. 30 through the third week of 
February. This suggests that market 
participants may have been skepti-
cal of USDA’s total wheat forecast 
for a while, and the disappointment 
in exports relative to the USDA 
forecasts is already priced into the 
market. Thus, even with another 
reduction or two in the total export 
forecast, short-term price risk re-
sulting from disappointing exports 
may be muted.

While futures prices have stayed 
within an $0.80 or $0.90 cent 
trading range over the last sev-
eral months, they have been quite 
volatile with double digit moves in 
both directions being quite com-
mon. Pacific Northwest (PNW) 
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Randy Fortenbery holds the Thomas B. Mick Endowed Chair in Grain Economics at 
Washington State University. He received his Ph.D. in Agricultural Economics from 
the University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign.
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Figure 3: U.S. Wheat Exports to China

cash markets, on the other hand, have been much more stable. Cash prices for 
soft white wheat in Portland have generally held between $10.75 and $11 per 
bushel since the end of November. 

As of this writing, futures prices for new crop soft red winter wheat were 
trading about even with old crop futures prices (the July 2022 contract is con-
sidered the first futures contract for new crop), but cash prices offered to PNW 
soft white producers for new crop are well below current old crop prices. This 
reflects the expectation that basis levels in the PNW (basis is local cash price 
minus nearby futures prices) will return to more normal levels following the 
2022 harvest compared to the record or near-record levels experienced this 
year. 

Portland basis (Portland soft white price minus the Chicago soft red futures 
price) has been running between $2.50 and $3.30 per bushel for 2021 har-
vested soft white since late February. The basis variation essentially matches 
the futures price variation over the same time period, meaning cash prices 
are not nearly as volatile as futures in the current market environment. Cash 
prices are not rising dramatically when future prices rally, but they are also 
not dropping much when the futures market loses $0.20 a bushel in a single 
trading day. 

Basis offerings for next summer’s crop were running about $2.50 per bushel 
less than the basis offerings for the 2021 crop, meaning forward cash prices for 
next summer are only about $0.50 above futures prices for next summer and 
fall delivery. While this is quite unattractive compared to the basis offerings in 
the current marketing year, they are closer to normal and not likely to match 
this year’s levels unless we have another very poor soft white wheat crop. As 
a result, producers looking to forward price part of next year’s crop need to 
evaluate whether the prices offered for new crop are attractive compared to 
the last several years’ prices and not compare them directly to prices currently 
offered for the 2021 crop.  
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By Paul Neiffer
CPA, CliftonLarsonAllen

Farmers in Washington state face an extra tax at death that most other 
farmers in the U.S. do not. That is a Washington state estate tax. Oregon also 
has this tax, along with about 15 other states, primarily in the Midwest or 
back East. Even California no longer has an estate tax.

A married couple can currently be worth up to $24.12 million and owe 
no federal estate tax. However, the state of Washington could easily impose 
an estate tax of over $4 million on the same amount. This means that most 
farmers in Washington need to worry about the state estate tax more than the 
federal tax.

Let’s review how Washington state might tax your estate. 
We take the total net estate value on a worldwide basis. It is not simply just 

Washington state assets. We then subtract any deductions and exemptions. 
Once the net final estate value is determined, we determine the total amount 
of Washington estate tax.

However, certain assets are not subject to this tax, even if you are a 
Washington state resident. For example, farmland located in other states are 
exempted. This means we multiply the total amount of Washington estate tax 
by the ratio of assets subject to tax.

Assume your estate has a total value of $10 million and $3 million of it is 
land in Oregon. Seventy percent of the total Washington estate tax is owed to 
Washington. You may also owe tax to Oregon.

One benefit for Washington farmers is that most farm assets are exempted 
from the tax if you are a qualified farmer. All of the qualifications are beyond 
this column, but assuming the land and farm’s assets have been farmed in 
the family and they comprise at least 50 percent of your net estate, these as-
sets should not be subject to the estate tax.

Many farmers also leave all of their assets to their spouse when they pass, 
since they know the surviving spouse can then elect portability and have 
their unused lifetime exemption amount “ported” over to that spouse. When 
the spouse passes, their lifetime exemption amount will be the combined 
amount and be able to offset the federal estate tax. However, Washington 
state does not have portability, and this can substantially add to the 
Washington state estate tax.

Let’s assume that Bill and Sue are worth $24 million. Bill passes away in 
2022 and leaves everything to Sue. Sue then passes away in 2023. There is no 
federal estate tax, however, Sue’s estate will now have an extra $12 million 
subject to the Washington highest 20 percent tax rate or an extra $2.4 million.

Our planning goal is to gift nonfarm assets during lifetime to keep your 
estate under $2.2 million (the current Washington state exemption). Anything 
over that will be subject to tax for your heirs.

We discussed these issues at one of last month’s Agricultural Marketing 
and Management Organization’s event in Walla Walla in more detail. Make 
sure to review this with your tax advisor.  

Estate tax woes
WHICH IS WORSE? FEDERAL OR STATE’S ESTATE TAX?

ARC or PLC?
Randy Fortenbery, a Washington 

State University agricultural economics 
professor, is well known for his presen-
tations on the markets. He appeared 
last month in a 2022 Agricultural 
Marketing and Management 
Organization (AMMO) seminar, but 
he also writes a regular column in 
Wheat Life, which in this issue, is very 
similar to his AMMO presentation. So 
rather than repeating ourselves, we’ll 
refer you to his column on page 46, 
for what’s happening in the export 
markets.

Fortenbery also talked briefly about 
the Price Loss Coverage (PLC) and 
Agriculture Risk Coverage programs, 
and since the enrollment deadline is 
quickly approaching (March 15), we 
wanted to share his thoughts there.

Before election either ARC or PLC, 
Fortenbery suggested growers look 
at the December futures contracts for 
soft red winter wheat.

“Why December? It’s halfway 
through the marketing year. So, it’s 
really the market’s best guess about 
what the soft red winter wheat price 
is going to be for the entire marketing 
year, in my opinion,” he said. “If I look 
at where it was recently, that’s $7.80, 
and I predict what the U.S. national 
cash price is going to be (it’s usually 
below the futures price), I’m saying we 
are still going to have a price between 
$6.50 and $7.10, $7.20 for the 2022/23 
crop. If I’m right, PLC won’t come any-
where close to paying.”

However, ARC may not pay either, if 
prices are high and the crop yield is at 
least average. 

“But anything can happen in the 
next 18 months, so I could be very 
wrong by the end of this,” he added. 
“That’s the best guidance I have. Look 
at those futures price for December 
delivery when you get ready to sign up 
and think, if the futures price is $7,80, 
that’ll end up being a cash price of, in 
our area, probably a dollar lower, and 
am I comfortable with that?”  
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By Lisa Specht
For Wheat Life

Along with marketing information (see page 52), weed resistance was also 
discussed at one of last month’s Agricultural Marketing and Management 
Organization’s seminars.

Weed scientist Drew Lyon, a professor in Washington 
State University’s Department of Crop and Soil Sciences, 
spoke to growers remotely on the latest developments 
in Harvest Weed Seed Control (HWSC), an “alternative 
weed-control approach for large-scale cropping sys-
tems.” His presentation included a slideshow produced 
by Dr. Michael Walsh, director of weed research at the 
University of Sydney’s Plant Breeding Institute.

Weed resistance to herbicides has been leaping ahead 
of scientists’ available resources to control them. Traditional methods of her-
bicide application and reapplication have resulted in increased resistance in 
many weed species. Globally, herbicide resistance has exploded, particularly 
in the past three decades. Not only have more weed species become resistant 
to stalwarts of the herbicide industry, such as 2,4-D and glyphosate, but also an 
increasing number of individual species are adapting to become unaffected by 
newer, ALS-inhibitor herbicides and multiple mechanisms or modes of action. 
In addition, less herbicide options are available for producers as profits for her-
bicide manufacturers dwindle and generic labels proliferate, and few replace-
ments are in the research and development pipelines.

Weeds make seed, and resistant weeds make resistant seed. Lots of it. 
Producers spend loads of money and labor all season to eradicate weeds from 
their fields and give their crops a fighting chance, then scatter the enemy’s seed 
abroad from the combine’s rear at harvest, to dig in for next year’s assault.

Annual ryegrass was planted in Australia to feed sheep, but became a huge 
problem when the land was retasked to wheat production. To attack these and 
other pernicious weeds, Australians developed HWSC systems to target weed 
seed in the chaff fraction of combines. Direct baling of chaff and narrow wind-
row burning are used to address chaff and straw. Chaff lining, chaff tramlining, 
chaff carts and impact mills have been developed to deal with chaff alone. All 
methods seem to work about the same, said Lyon, with plant densities dropping 
by as much as 60 percent in some fields. He said around 75 percent of Australia’s 
growers were using some form of HWSC in 2019. Narrow windrow burning 
is currently the preferred system, employed by 43 percent of growers, where 
a chute concentrates chaff in or between wheel tracks where it is (carefully!) 
burned after harvest. However, concerns with burning have resulted in a shift 
towards chaff lining and chaff tramlining in recent years, with impact mills also 
becoming more popular despite their high cost. 

For further information, see “Harvest Weed Seed Control: Applications for 
PNW Wheat Production Systems” at pubs.extension.wsu.edu/harvest-weed-
seed-control-applications-for-pnw-wheat-production-systems.  

In the weeds
WSU WEED SCIENTIST EXPLORES ALTERNATIVE WEED  
CONTROL METHODS IN LARGE-SCALE CROPPING SYSTEMS
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By Trista Crossley
Editor, Wheat Life

In the past decade, South and Southeast Asia have 
become one of the U.S. wheat industry’s most important 
markets, accounting for nearly a quarter of all U.S. wheat 
shipments. Despite some significant challenges over the 
past year, Joe Bippert, assistant regional director for U.S. 
Wheat Associates (USW), believes there is still plenty of 
room for growth in the region.

“As we look at the year we just got through, back in 
2021, I would say there have been significant challenges 
between COVID, drought and significant inflation. All this 
was felt, not only here in the United States, but this was 
felt as we look at the region in Southeast Asia. But with 
these challenges, we also see a lot of opportunities,” he 
said.

Bippert was speaking virtually to more than two 
dozen listeners as part of the Agricultural Marketing and 
Management Organization’s 2022 seminars.

While wheat consumption in the region has steadily in-
creased since 2009/10, the last two years have seen imports 
slow. As the COVID variants emerged, travel has been 
restricted, and the loss of tourism has slowed many of the 
region’s economies. Export prices have increased, thanks 
to last year’s drought in the U.S. and Canada, and rising 
inflation is making products more expensive for consum-
ers. There’s also increased competition from Australia, 
although that country has also seen a sharp decline in the 
quality of their exportable wheat, Bippert said.

USW, which is the export market development organiza-
tion for the U.S. wheat industry, has been able to capitalize 
on the poorer quality of Australian wheat by emphasizing 
the high quality of U.S. wheat and using regional technical 
experts to educate millers on the best uses for each of the 
different classes of U.S. wheat. USW has also committed to 
keeping the U.S. wheat industry as transparent as possible.

“Our inspections that we have through FGIS (the 
Federal Grain Inspection Service) and WSDA (the 
Washington State Department of Agriculture) highlight 
that we want to let customers know exactly the type of 
wheat they’re getting. We also want to give them real time 
updates (so) they will be able to know what is coming 
down the line and adjust their decisions,” Bippert said.

COVID has also impacted how USW is marketing U.S. 

wheat in South and Southeast Asia, but in a positive way. 
With travel restricted, USW has turned to webinars to con-
nect with those customers. Bippert said not only has that 
move been effective and allowed USW to reach a wider 
audience, but it’s also more economical and convenient for 
customers because they don’t have to travel or take time 
off to attend meetings. Even after travel restrictions loosen, 
blending webinars with more traditional programs is 
likely to be part of USW’s long-term strategy.

“It helps us get information out in a very timely way 
that allows them to get real time information, which is 
especially helpful when we have some of these challenges 
like we’ve seen in the last year,” Bippert explained.

Other parts of USW’s long-term strategy for South and 
Southeast Asia include a greater focus on technical train-
ing, cultivating regional teams and maintaining perspec-
tive on key markets. Bippert said USW wants to create an 
“all of the above” service for core markets, which include 
the Philippines and Thailand, and regain traction in the 
swing markets of Indonesia, Vietnam and Malaysia. Those 
markets have seen declines in wheat sales in the past year 
due to COVID, inflation, increased prices for wheat and 
economic downturns.

“We want to look at ways to reduce demand elasticity 
and see more constant sales in those areas,” Bippert said.

USW wants to increase opportunities for U.S. farmers by 
expanding into upcoming markets in the region. Bippert 
said that over the next decade, Asia’s consumer class is 
likely to continue to grow. Indonesia’s consumer class is 
forecast to surpass Japan and Russia’s. The Philippines’ 

Caution: Market opportunities ahead
AMMO presentation explores challenges,  
potential of Southeast and South Asia markets
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consumer class will pass most of Europe’s. USW will 
also be looking at opportunities to expand U.S. farmers’ 
presence in Bangladesh; that country’s consumer class is 
poised to make the biggest leap over the next decade.

Finally, USW wants to help drive consumption. The 
organization is using social media to highlight the health 
advantages of U.S. wheat through their “Go Wheat” cam-
paign in the Philippines, where the trend is shifting from 
wheat being seen as an indulgent food to being a staple 
food.  

521 N. Eastern   Spokane WA

PLEASE CALL for additional details on pricing.

New & used DEMCO grain trailers in stock. Available for purchase or rental.

www.class8trucksales.com

class8trucks@aol.com
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By Nate Gallahan
State Public Affairs Specialist, Natural 
Resources Conservation Service

The U.S. Department of 
Agriculture’s Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) 
and Farm Service Agency (FSA), 
along with the Washington State 
Conservation Commission (WSCC), 
teamed up Feb. 10 and 11 to bring 
Eastern Washington wheat growers 
the latest incentive programs and 
Climate-Smart information available 
for, and supporting, their operations.

More than 50 producers attended 
the two events, which were hosted 
by the Washington Association 
of Wheat Growers (WAWG) as 
Agricultural Marketing and 
Management Organization (AMMO) 
workshops.

“Events like this are really impor-
tant to help producers understand 
the wide range of programs and 
initiatives available to them,” said 
Roylene Comes At Night, NRCS 
Washington state conservation-
ist. “By working together with the 
wheat growers and other produc-
ers across the state, we can build 
climate-smart solutions that improve 
their operations’ resilience and prof-

Growers hear latest  on incentive programs

itability and open new market opportunities.”
The veteran state conservationist, with more than 32 years with the NRCS, 

opened the workshops by discussing Climate-Smart Agriculture and the vari-
ous practices and principles. Then, Alison Halpern, the scientific policy advi-
sor for the WSCC, provided an overview of the new Washington Sustainable 
Farms and Fields grant program. Travis Martin, a district director with FSA, 
followed with a status of programs with an emphasis on the Conservation 
Reserve Program (CRP). Finally, after lunch, Greg Zwicke, an NRCS air quality 
engineer, and Dr. Adam Chambers, the NRCS’s national environmental markets 
specialist, discussed Carbon Farm Planning and the COMET Farm and COMET 
Planner tools.

“We greatly appreciate the time all of these agencies have taken to provide 
our members with this information,” said Lori Williams, WAWG outreach coor-
dinator. “Having these experts take two days out of their busy schedules is not 
lost on us. It was a great event, and I’m sure the producers walked away with a 
lot of helpful information.”  

In Spokane, Wash., Travis Martin, Farm Service Agency district director, updated growers on the 
status of the agency’s programs, with an emphasis on the Conservation Reserve Program. Martin was 
speaking as part of the Agricultural Marketing and Management Organization’s 2022 schedule.

The Agriculture Risk Coverage (ARC) and Price Loss 
Coverage (PLC) deadline is quickly approaching. Failure 
to make a valid election and enrollment for the 2022 
program year by March 15, 2022, will result in ineligibil-
ity for the 2022 crop year payment. To complete election 
and enrollment, all signatures must be submitted by the 
March 15 deadline.

There was some confusion in a previous announcement 
that if there is a failure to make an election for 2022, it 
would result in the farm defaulting to the election made 
in the 2021 program year. While it is true that the farm will 

default to the prior election if an election is not made by 
March 15, the farm may also become ineligible for pay-
ments for the 2022 fiscal year as well if enrollment is not 
complete by the upcoming deadline. Election and enroll-
ment are two separate actions that apply to all ARC/PLC 
contracts. All farms must complete enrollment, including 
all applicable signatures, by March 15, 2022. If you have 
already signed up for ARC/PLC and choose to modify your 
election, you may do so until the March 15 deadline.

Please contact your local Farm Service Agency office to 
schedule an appointment today.  

Growers reminded of ARC/PLC deadline; signatures needed for eligibility
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After more than a year with-
out a Farm Service Agency state 
executive director, Jon Wyss has 
been reappointed to the position. 
He called into the Washington 
Association of Wheat Growers’ 
February board meeting and told 
producers that building out the 
state committee is on his short list 
of things to do.

“We are looking for candidates 
that wish to apply to serve. There 
are four vacant positions, and if 
people are interested in apply-
ing, we would love to have them 
apply to fill the role,” he said 
later the same day in a telephone 
interview.

Wyss previously served as the 
Washington state executive direc-
tor from June 2019 to December 
2020.

State committees consist of up 
to five members and work with 
county committees to adminis-
ter various programs, including 
state agricultural conservation 
programs, production adjustment 
and price support programs, 
livestock programs, Agricultural 
Market Transition Act programs 
and other programs assigned by 
the Secretary or Congress. State 
committees also conduct reviews 
and hear appeals. They are au-
thorized to take corrective action 
if a county committee or county 
office employee fails to make an 
authorized program accessible 
and available to producers, fails 

FSA seeks state committee recommendations

to carry out a program according to regulations and directives or does 
not provide the public with timely and reasonable service. State com-
mittees, in conjunction with the state executive director, also determine 
certain local program and administrative policies.

For example, prior to 2020, little cherry disease wasn’t fully defined 
in the Tree Assistance Program (TAP) as a qualifying disaster for 
Washington farmers. Wyss said the state committee was able to work 
with the national office to make it eligible for TAP. Closer to wheat 
country, the state committee is also involved in helping set Conservation 
Reserve Rental rates and hearing appeals from farmers who disagree 
with the rates. 

Committee members are appointed by the agriculture secretary for one 
year. They generally meet once a month and are paid an hourly rate. In 
the absence of a state committee, the state executive director or the act-
ing state executive director can step in and perform the functions of the 
state committee. To be eligible to serve on the state committee, candidates 
must be involved in agriculture.

Interested parties should email a cover letter and their resumes to  
jon.wyss2@usda.gov as soon as possible. Those resumes will be forward-
ed to the national office.

“(The state committee) is an important role in the state,” Wyss said. 
“We are looking for recommendations of names that farmers think 
would be good to be on the committee.”  

“We are looking for candidates that wish to apply to serve. There are four vacant positions, 
and if people are interested in applying, we would love to have them apply to fill the role.”

—Jon Wyss, State Executive Director, Farm Service Agency
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AP Renegade

To learn more and book seed, 
contact your local AgriPro Associate.

A list of AgriPro Associates is 
available at AgriProWheat.com.  
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Five-Year Dryland Trial Summary 
WSU Data, 2017-2021 
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Breakthrough Performance

Variety

Over Locations < 16" Rainfall > 16" Rainfall

Yield
(Bu/A)

TW
(Lb/Bu)

Yield
(Bu/A)

TW
(Lb/Bu)

Yield
(Bu/A)

TW
(Lb/Bu)

AP Renegade 49 59.8 34 59.8 64 59.8

WB9668 43 60.7 30 60.8 56 60.6

Chet 47 61.2 34 61.2 60 61.2

Kelse 46 60.6 33 60.8 59 60.3

Trial Average 47 60.6 33 60.7 60 60.4
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Research agronomist, station director retires
Bill Schillinger served wheat farmers for 29 years at the Lind Dryland Research Station
By Kevin Gaffney
For Wheat Life

Finding one’s career path can be 
difficult and circuitous. It certainly 
was that way for Bill Schillinger. 
His journey included 10 years of 
working in agricultural develop-
ment around the world in Asia and 
Africa before landing the position 
that would define his lifetime of 
work. After 29 years of conducting 
research, overseeing projects and 
writing grant proposals and scien-
tific journal papers, Schillinger has 
eased out of the Washington State 
University (WSU) Lind Dryland 
Research Station, retiring in January.

There is a degree of irony in the 
fact that Schillinger grew up on 
an Odessa wheat farm only about 
20 miles north of the Lind Station. 
While he is reticent about it, it could 
be argued that it was providence for 
hundreds of regional farmers that 
he decided not to stay in Odessa and 
take over the family farm. Decades 
of critical progress in developing 
effective methods to protect and 
conserve soil, the most precious 
farming resource, might otherwise 
never have been accomplished.

Like most Eastern Washington 
farm kids, Schillinger worked on 
the family farm from an early age. 
He was operating a Massey Harris 
model 27 combine and a Caterpillar 
crawler tractor by the age of 12.

“Running farm equipment at 
that young age made me feel really 
grown up,” recalled Schillinger. 
“Our farm of family-owned and 
leased land was medium-sized for 
that time in the 1960s. Of course, the 
size of farms and machinery back 
then seems amazingly small com-
pared to today.”

After Schillinger graduated from 

Odessa High School in 1970, he studied biology and communications at college 
while working on the farm during the summers. He earned a bachelor’s degree 
from Eastern Washington State College in 1974. Rather than return to the farm 
after college, Schillinger decided to join the Peace Corps, serving in Nepal from 
1975-1977. 

“I was a little naïve, I suppose. I chose Nepal with visions of sipping tea and 
looking at the beauty of the Himalayan mountains in the distance,” explained 
Schillinger. “Reality hit when they placed me in the plains region in southeast 
Nepal, near India. It was incredibly hot and humid, and it was a long distance 
away from those beautiful mountains. I worked with 50 Nepalese farmers to 
produce certified wheat seed for the Nepal Ministry of Agriculture. During the 
monsoon season, we grew certified rice seed. I was responsible for supervising 
all aspects of seed production, collection, cleaning, bagging and storage.”

Farmers grew the seed on what were considered large plots of up to five 
acres. Schillinger would travel to each farm over two districts several times 
each growing season on his 90cc Honda Trail motorbike. The seed mostly went 
up into the hill country on the backs of porters for three to 10-day trips in 
100-pound sacks. There were no roads in the hills, just foot trails.

“Ours was the only source of certified wheat and rice seed in the entire 
eastern region of Nepal,” noted Schillinger. “The government sold the seed to 
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hill farmers at a subsidized low cost 
because the farmers were poor. The 
average farm size in the hills was 
one-third of an acre.”

After his service in Nepal, 
Schillinger was admitted into the 
University of California, Davis 
where he earned a master’s degree 
in agronomy. He met and married 
his wife, Valerie, while attending UC 
Davis.

Upon completion of his master’s 
degree, Schillinger accepted a career 
position as a foreign service agricul-
tural officer with the U.S. Agency 
for International Development (part 
of the U.S. State Department). He 
served his posting in Cameroon in 
West Africa, where he managed two 
multimillion-dollar, U.S.-financed 
agricultural research projects. It was 
during this time that he ascertained 
that the scientists conducting the 
field research were receiving more 
satisfaction from their work than he 
was as their manager.

With his wife’s approval, 
Schillinger resigned from the 
Foreign Service to study agronomy 
and soils at Oregon State University, 
earning his doctorate in 1992. He 
was hired by WSU soon after. 

Schillinger had barely arrived at 
WSU when Bob Papendick, a soil 
scientist with the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture’s Agricultural Research 
Service who became his mentor, 
threw him into a new, grant-funded 
federal program called the Columbia 
Plateau PM10 Project. 

“It was almost intimidating, 
being brand new on the job,” 
said Schillinger. “But we had this 
new, ongoing project that gave us 
$400,000 per year to combat wind 
erosion and blowing dust in the 
drylands. I was very excited to be 
part of it. Papendick’s research and 
grantsmanship achievements were 
legendary. In addition to securing 
long-term funding for the PM10 
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Project, he had also secured grant funding for the renowned Solutions to 
Environmental and Economic Problems (STEEP) program.”

Schillinger learned quickly how to successfully compete for grant funds avail-
able from federal and numerous other sources. He will be passing on several 
ongoing grant projects to the new professor-scientist at Lind. Most of them 
involve long-term cropping systems experiments at the Lind Station and in 
farmers’ fields. 

“Dryland farmers have made good progress over the past several decades 
in reducing wind erosion in the drylands. I applaud their efforts, but there is 
always much more that can be done,” he said.

The Lind Station was established in 1915 at the request of wheat farmers in 
the region after consecutive years of severe drought in 1911 and 1912, explained 
Schillinger. This caused crop failures and severe wind erosion of soil. Many 
farmers were forced out of business and left the area.
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“The situation was truly dire. Due to terrible crops and 
low residue, there were frequent, zero-visibility brownout 
dust storms. The remaining area dryland wheat farmers 
approached WSU (then Washington State College) and 
requested help,” he said. 

Adams County provided 320 acres to locate the station 
on, and WSU agreed to provide at least one full-time pro-
fessor/soil scientist, plus adequate technical support at the 
new research facility. The research is still carried out on 
that same 320-acre property, and the Lind Station serves as 
a hub for numerous field experiments conducted in farm-
ers’ fields throughout the dryland region.

The station also owns another 1,000 acres that bor-
ders the original acreage. (Then-Representative) Sen. 
Mark Schoesler of Ritzville sponsored a bill that trans-
ferred ownership of the acreage from the Washington 
Department of Natural Resources to the WSU Lind 
Dryland Research Station. 

“We define low rainfall as less than 12 inches annually. 
The Lind Station receives 9.6 inches annually, on average. 
Most farmers in the drylands practice a wheat-fallow rota-
tion,” Schillinger said. “I strongly encourage as few tillage 
operations as possible and, when feasible, no tillage. One 
big change in the past 30 years is that farmers now mostly 

leave their stubble standing over the winter rather than 
chiseling the ground in the fall.”

Schillinger is also a fan of rotation crops, especially win-
ter canola, winter peas and winter triticale. He said there 
is some promising research for producing bread flour-
quality triticale that would make it a valuable food crop, 
instead of only a feed crop.

“We have conducted a lot of research and published 
many papers on these new winter crops in the past 15 
years,” he explained.  
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In the 1990s, the future of the Lind Station was uncer-
tain. Farmers came together and created a special endow-
ment to ensure the continuation of the station.

Schillinger mentioned other noteworthy endowments 
over the years, including those established by Otto and 
Doris Amen, Ed and Arlene Heinemann and Mel and 
Donna Camp. All of these endowments are ongoing, with 
only the interest earned each year being used to benefit 
the research and facility-improvement needs of the station.

In addition to the scientist/director faculty position, the 
station has four full-time technical and administrative 
staff and one part-time professional worker. Several of 
them have been at the Lind Station for more than 20 years. 
Schillinger believes that these dedicated staff members 
will be a big plus as WSU rapidly moves forward to refill 
the Lind faculty position. 

In his faculty position at WSU, Schillinger has per-

formed numerous outside consulting assignments for the 
Food and Agricultural Organization, the United Nations, 
the World Bank and other institutions. He has completed 
assignments in Senegal, Gambia, Thailand, India, Nepal, 
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Canada and Russia. Schillinger 
and his wife live in Cheney and are looking forward to 
having more time to travel. They have two grown chil-
dren, Mark and Kathryn. 

His last paid day on the job may have been in January, 
but Schillinger will be finishing up projects and writing 
research papers for at least six months.

“In addition, I will certainly be available to assist the 
new Lind Station scientist/director as they may request,” 
said Schillinger.

For more about the station, visit lindstation.wsu.edu.  
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It’s usually the items inside a sack that are interesting, 
but a new exhibition at the Northwest Museum of Arts 
and Culture (MAC) is taking a look at what the sack itself 
has to say.

Golden Harvest: Flour Sacks from the Permanent 
Collection will be on display through Oct. 30, 2022, and 
features 40 to 50 flour sacks from around the region. The 
sacks date from about 1900 to the 1940s, a time when mod-
ern advertising was starting to be developed. The flour 
sacks were a way for mills to promote themselves or a 
specific brand of flour. Most of the collection came from a 
1972 donation when one of the last operating flour mills in 
Spokane closed. As far as the museum knows, this is the 
first time the collection has been displayed to the public.

“The flour sacks provide such a fascinating window 
into the early flour milling and wheat growing industries 
in this region,” said Valerie Wahl, recently retired collec-
tions curator for the MAC. “That period of time covered 
so much change in agricultural methods, flour milling 
methods and transportation. There was so much happen-

ing, and the sacks give a peak into that.”
Thanks to its railroad links and placement next to some 

of the most fertile, wheat-growing regions in the U.S., 
Spokane has a long history in the flour milling industry. 
In fact, according to Dana Bowne, an independent textile 
researcher who did the research for the exhibition and 
wrote the script, Spokane was considered the seventh 
largest milling center in the U.S. around the turn of the 
20th century. She said the exhibition is designed to make 
people aware of how important the wheat industry has 
been—and still is—to Spokane.

“When I first opened this box of flour sacks, I was 
intrigued. Then, the more I got into it, the more I saw how 
the story affected so much of Washington state’s growth 
and the region. I was surprised at how far reaching it 
was,” Bowne said.

Flour sacks began replacing barrels as flour containers 
in the later 1800s, when the sewing machine made it pos-
sible to sew a sturdy sack that could hold flour. Flour sacks 
dominated the industry until the 1940s when paper sacks, 

When flour was

NEW EXHIBIT AT THE MAC EXAMINES ART IN THE FORM OF PACKAGING | BY TRISTA CROSSLEY
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which were introduced 20 years earlier, became the main 
form of packaging.

Many of the sacks were meant for exporting flour to 
other countries, and Bowne said the imagery on the sacks 
bound for those countries is much different than the sacks 
bound for domestic use. 

“What I find especially exciting are the sacks that were 
meant for export. Today, up to 90 percent of Washington 
wheat is exported, but I didn’t realize that they started 
shipping flour out of Washington in the 1860s,” Bowne 
said. “We’ve got about two dozen sacks meant for export 
to other countries—China, Japan, the Philippines and El 
Salvador—and I think they all date from 1912-1932. The 
graphics are fascinating. The archives have quite a bit of 
information about the export industry, and I didn’t realize 
just how long it had been such an important part of the 
wheat industry.”

Part of the exhibition will focus on the use of flour sacks 
as clothing and other household items, which was espe-
cially common in rural areas. In the 1920s, when paper 

sacks began to make in-roads into the milling industry 
and threaten one of the cotton industry’s sources of 
revenue, Bowne said there was a real effort to reach out to 
urban women via pamphlets and publications promoting 
the use of flour sacks. The Depression and the Dust Bowl 
years accelerated this trend.

“We actually have a dress from the 1880s, and the bod-
ice is lined with pieces of sacks from the very first roller 
mill in Washington Territory, which was here in Spokane. 
We have quilts. We have a nightgown, an apron and a 
dishtowel, all made out of recycled flour sacks,” she said.

Other parts of the exhibition include sections on wheat 
farming, wheat milling and artwork inspired by wheat 
country. Artwork and vintage photographs from the 
MAC’s archive and the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art 
at Washington State University will enhance viewers’ 
experience. 

“It (the show) could have been just about the flour sacks, 
but there’s so much more to the story that it really became 
much more multilayered in terms of the content and the 

Flour sacks were often used as clothing and other household items, especially by rural women. ©2022 Dean Davis

In order to 
confuse the 

competition, 
Spokane flour 

mill owners 
often sent coded 

telegrams to 
brokers in Hong 
Kong to arrange 

shipments.  
©2022 Dean 

Davis
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 Don Strebeck  509-988-0433 Jason Thomas  509-988-0342 Sam Whitman  509-660-3210
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Eastern Washington story,” Wahl said.
One of the things that surprised Bowne as she began her 

research was how competitive and cut-throat the milling 
industry was. In the late 1800s, California was the major 
supplier of flour to Asia until Northwest mill owners 
muscled their way in. In those days, business was done by 
telegram, mainly to brokers in Hong Kong. The telegrams 
were easily monitored, so Spokane mill owners used a 
secret code.

“You would specify the date and how many bushels 
were being shipped, how many sacks, the brand of flour, 
all in a code. You wouldn’t be able to understand the tele-
gram if you didn’t have the code,” Bowne said. “That was 
fascinating when I found those. So we have some of those 
code books on display, and a few pages are open so you 
can see how it worked.

“Obviously, Washington’s wheat farmers have always 
been dependent on weather, but they’ve also been depen-
dent on the international market from the beginning, and 
that was a real surprise. I thought that was a more contem-
porary issue, but it turns out, it’s really been the situation 
all along, except for some interruptions, like during war.”

Besides a better understanding of the importance of 
the wheat and the flour milling industry in the state and 
regional economy, Bowne and Wahl hope visitors will also 
come away from the exhibition with a appreciation for the 
artistic quality of the flour sacks as well as the works of art 
that are on display. 

The Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture is open 
Tuesday through Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and every third 
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. The museum is at 2316 
West 1st Avenue in downtown Spokane’s historic Browne’s 
Addition. For more information on the museum and the 
exhibition, visit their website at northwestmuseum.org.  

Some of the 40+ flour sacks that are currently on display at the Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture.  ©2022 Dean Davis

(Above) Part of the exhibit covers wheat farming in Eastern Washington, 
including this well-worn pair of boots. (Below) Items from Centennial Flour 
Mills.  ©2022 Dean Davis
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Almira
509-639-2431

Davenport
509-725-7081

Farmer
509-745-8551

Harrington
509-253-4604

Odessa
509-982-2691

Reardan
509-796-2575

Wilbur
509-647-5510

SERVING OUR MULTI-GENERATIONAL FARM FAMILIES

SEVERAL CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
2022 SPRING SEED

SOFT WHITE SPRING VARIETIES
AP Mondovi CL2     Louise     Ryan     Seahawk     Tekoa

SPRING CLUB VARIETIES
JD     Melba

HARD RED SPRING VARIETIES
Alum     Glee     Net CL+     WB9668

BARLEY VARIETIES
Lenetah     Stockford     Survivor     

ALTERNATIVE CROPS AVAILABLE
 Triticale     Canola     Oats     Forages     Pulses

CUSTOMIZED SEED TREATMENTS AVAILABLE

Geoff Schulz or Ryan Higginbotham  
509-796-4141

CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR SEED NEEDS

HECTOR LOPEZ
Pasco, WA

DANIEL REHM
Pasco, WA

MICHAEL BROECKEL
Pasco / Colfax, WA

RUSSELL SEEWALD
Pasco, WA

TODD WOOD
Dayton, WA

PASCO, WA
5205 N. Rd 68
509-545-6360

COLFAX, WA
803 N. Main St.
509-397-4681

DAYTON, WA
257 E. Main St.
509-382-2557

Specializing in
AGRICULTURAL / COMMERCIAL

OUR BANK WAS FOUNDED 
BY FARMERS & RANCHERS IN 1945
who saw a need for banking services in rural 

areas. We remain independent and are 
committed to the success of our  
Ag and Commercial customers.

A BRANCH OF BEO / MEMBER FDIC

We service what we sell,  since 1987

www.bluemountainag.com

MOSCOW, ID
2275 Nursery

208-883-3007

LEWISTON, ID
620 Thain Road

208-746-6447
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Future uncertainty will require careful management
By Dr. David M. Kohl
President, AgriVisions, LLC

The financial bottom line will be a key element in any 
farm and ranch game plan in 2022 and beyond. While the 
past two years have been both financially and mentally 
challenging, managing through uncertainty has had 
a silver lining. Prices for many commodities increased 
dramatically prior to inflating costs, which resulted in a 
positive margin for many producers. Coupled with gener-
ous government payments, the last two years were the 
strongest economically for some producers since the com-
modity super cycle from 2008 to 2013.

Moving forward, inflation, uncertainty in prices and 
multiple interest rate increases will require intensified 
management. A three-pronged approach of managing 
input costs and roller-coaster prices will be a tall order. 
The Federal Reserve has forecasted three and possibly four 
interest rate increases in 2022. This will require a closer ex-
amination of how a 50, 75 or 100 basis point increase in in-
terest rates will impact debt structured on a variable rate, 
and how it will impact cost of production and breakevens.

On the input side, sticker shock is challenging most 
businesses and, to some extent, consumers. Both the 
consumer and producer price index have been tame since 
the mid-1990s with inflation generally under 5 percent. 
Now, inflation rates are above 5 percent with a duration 
of nearly one year. While not at levels experienced during 
World War II or post-World War II in the 1970s where in-
flation was 15 percent, these increases 
have been challenging. Many people 
are questioning how long this period 
of inflation will last. As long as there 
are oil and energy supply and demand 
imbalances, supply chain issues and 
labor shortages with wage increases, 
inflated costs will be in the manage-
ment playbook.

On the revenue side, monitor the 
weather in the major production re-
gions of the globe for signals of market 
price increases. Next, changes in trade 
deals on the export side and geopo-
litical or military challenges of major 
world powers will ultimately have an 
effect on your management strategies.

What can you do as an individual agriculture pro-
ducer to position yourself for the best possible financial 
outcome?

First, develop a projected cash flow with a wide array of 
financial sensitivity outcomes given different cost, produc-
tion and price scenarios. If you have multiple enterprises, 
make sure you develop and refine your enterprise bud-
gets. More than half of producers anonymously polled 
during a recent seminar indicated that conducting enter-
prise analysis was one practice that placed them ahead of 
the curve. 

In your budgets, each line must be carefully scrutinized 
in an inflationary environment. Recently, some producers 
have mentioned that after conducting their analysis, they 
actually eliminated marginal or less productive ground, 
irregular fields, landlords that gave them hassle or enter-
prises that did not align with their future goals. A best 
practice each year is to not only consider what you want to 
grow, but also what you need to eliminate.

A best management tool for the financial bottom line 
will be a projected cash flow that is monitored more than 
once a year. Some individuals are now monitoring not 
only quarterly, but monthly and, in some cases, weekly. 
This is what allows them to adjust operating strategies 
and actions as conditions change. Remember, both good 
and bad decisions compound over time, but in an inflating 
environment, the differences accelerate at an exponential 

rate.
A risk management plan will be 

a high priority in 2022 and beyond. 
While speculation and greed may have 
paid in the last two years, following a 
disciplined marketing and risk man-
agement plan will pay dividends in 
the economic cycle ahead. Following 
the process with a focus on knowing 
your break-even cost of production in 
an inflationary environment will be 
a key for success. Some of you may 
want to go it alone. While that is okay, 
I find that the top-level managers who 
utilize the assistance of advisory teams 
often have a broader view.

Finally, your bottom-line analysis 

BOTTOM LINE
THE

Sponsored by the 
Agricultural Marketing 

& Management 
Organization. 

For more information and  
a schedule of classes visit  

wawg.org/ammo-workshops/
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requires a close examination of your balance sheet. Should 
losses occur, what is your backup plan? The answer is usu-
ally working capital, which is current assets minus current 
liabilities. Hopefully, in your business strategy, you were 
able to build some reserves for margin adversity in the 
past couple of years. A current ratio above 1.5 to 1 or work-
ing capital divided by expenses greater than 25 percent 
would provide for some of that reserve.

While challenging and uncertain, the economic environ-
ment ahead can be advantageous for the good manager. 

In this part of the economic cycle, following the process 
and focusing on those small profit windows can result in a 
favorable bottom line.  

THE BOTTOM LINE WL

Dr. David Kohl is an academic hall-of-famer in the College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences at Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, 
Va. Dr. Kohl is a sought-after educator of lenders, produc-
ers and stakeholders with his keen insight into the agricul-
ture industry gained through extensive travel, research and 
involvement in ag businesses. This content was provided by 

509-926-9595 • ELJAYOIL.COM

DELO HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OILS & 
TRACTOR HYDRAULIC FLUID

BULK FUELS

Local and Family Owned, Eljay Oil is
Greater Spokane’s Only Authorized

Chevron Marketer.

509-766-9894
800-258-4599

(South of Wheeler Water Tower) 

Moses Lake, WA
509-639-2293
800-998-6694

Almira, WA
        (Wilhelm)
509-523-3471

Rosalia, WA

Whit • WB6211CL+ • Seahawk • WB 6121 • Ryan • Tekoa

Soft White Spring Wheat

JD • Melba

Spring Club Wheat

Expresso • Kelse • Alum • WB 9662 • WB 9668 • AP Venom

Hard Red Spring Wheat

Oreana • Claymore • Stockford (forage) • Altorado • Vaquero (forage)

Spring Barley

Celsia

Spring Oats

Driven by

SEED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY

509-765-7754
800-572-0426

4300 Rd. K NE, Moses Lake

Specializing In Truck Scales!
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Asa Morgan (2) taking a break 
during harvest 2021 on the 

Palouse. Photo by Holly Morgan.

Making friends after a long day  
of harvesting at M&P Farm.  

Photo by Crystal Sellers.

Donny “Papa Red” Winberg with his grandson, Merritt Heitstuman (3), who was helping with harvest  
on Heitstuman Farms in Pomeroy. Photo by Hannah Winberg.



A rainbow in Waitsburg. Photo by John McCaw.

Your wheat 
life...

Raegan Mae Appel (4) checking papa Jim Hughes’ wheat 
near Winona. Photo by Natalia Marie Photography.

Nick Johnson Farms in Oakesdale. Photo by Nick Johnson.

Email pictures to editor@wawg.org.
Include location of picture, names of 

all people and ages of all children.



“A Family of Farmers”

OFFICES:
Genesee 

208-285-1141
Colfax 

509-397-4381
Rosalia 

509-523-3511
Oakesdale 

509-285-4311
Fairfield 

509-283-2124

• Grain Marketing & Storage

• Pulse & Specialty Crop Processing

• Quality Pulse & Cereal Seeds

• Rail & River Shipping Terminals

•  Country Hedging Futures & Options

1-866-986-2008
www.pnw.coop
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 RESULTS ARE STRIKING

Phosphorus applications will 
quickly tie up and become
unavailable to your crop.

Amplify phosphorus efficiency,
energize root growth, 

and ignite heads per acre.

.

STRIKE back from the START. 
Ignite your crop with and



Anchor 3L ST seed 
treatment fungicide. 
Developed specifically to 

deliver enhanced handling, 
stability and performance 
when combined in Custom 

Blend seed treatment 
offers and when added as 

a tank-mix partner with 
other seed treatment 
formulations. Call your 

dealer today and see how 
Albaugh can bring you 

performance that will bring 
down the house.

SPOTLIGHT
ON

PERFORMANCE.

EPA Reg. #42750-390      AD101321

Anchor 3LSTTM

For more information on Anchor 3L ST contact a member of the Albaugh Seed 
Treatment Technology Team. Jay Stroh (Jays@albaughllc.com),  

David Winston (Davidw@albaughllc.com), Lee Stewart (Lees@albaughllc.com)  
or Ed Driskill (Driskill@albaughllc.com).

Refer to the product label for complete directions and instructions.


